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Values pervade every aspect of our lives, yet often our values
remain elusive, even hidden from ourselves.

Our values emerge, rich

in feelings, but often unlabeled, to tell us what to do and how to do
it.

The conflicts among our various values cause us embarrassment

and pain in our decision making.

Since values play such an important role in our lives, it is

important that we try to understand what our values are, how they are
formed, and how they determine our behavior.

The main purpose of this

thesis is to present a theoretical model of what values are and how
they are acquired.

This thesis develops a model based on the assumption that since
a person is alive, motion must be considered.

By placing the primary

focus of human personality on motion and relations, new ways of viewing values will be needed.

Herein, values will not be thought of as

static objects, but rather dynamic processes.

The creation of a Values Acquisition Model is approached from
two perspectives.

of the individual.
with society.

The first perspective considers the point of view
The second concerns the individual's interaction

By definition a Personal Value System cannot come into

existence without both aspects.

My Values Acquisition Model consists

of four parts.

These are:

The Personal Component and its resulting

Personal Construction System; the Interaction Component and its
resulting Personal Value System (see figure).

Personal Component
Base
(provides for creation of:)
Images

(!experienced
reality" ,/

Plans

(perceptions/sensations)

/Personal Construction System/

Interaction Component
(perceptions

of culture

Transformation RulesL
Negotiation Rules

Kbehavior

/Personal Value System/

The Values Acquisition Model

The Personal Component of the Values Acquisition Model represents
the universal human capacity for organizing input or information
hierarchically and sequentially.

In my theory people form hypotheses

or rules for behaving in the world.
in the Personal Component.
"experienced reality."

The hypothesizing takes place

The input to this component is the

Here in the Base, the input is organized

into constructs of Images and Plans.

The output of this Personal

Component is a Personal Construction System.

The Personal Construction System becomes a Personal Value System
only after processing in the Interaction Component.

These processes

have to do with the person's interaction with another set of rulesa culture.

-

Here I theorize the existence of a set of transformation

rules which allow people to view the behavior of others, discern the
rules governing that behavior, and transform the information in such
a way as to integrate it with the more stable structures of Images
and Plans.

The transformation rules work in both directions.

This

allows people to operate with a set of rules and transform them into
behaviors.

Along with the transformation rules are rules for nego-

tiating conflicts which arise between the individual's constructs and
the cultural expectations, and the conflicts which arise within the
individual's system.

The influence of the culture is great because of two processes.
One of these arises from the individual's need to test the hypotheses
which have been created.
cess into play.

The society, then, brings the second pro-

This process is enculturation, and it grows out of

a society's need to be able to reasonably predict the behavior of its
members.

This Values Acquisition Model implies that people hypothesize
and use rules in any form of behaving, and these rules constitute
their values.

It would be possible, then, to infer a "grammar" of

values for people by observing their behavior.

In order to develop

this "grammar" of values, it is necessary to carry out descriptive \

studies of various cultures using methods similar to those used by
linguists.

Until such studies are done, the experimental studies

are premature.

The Values Acquisition Model developed in this

thesis suggests how to develop the values "grammars" and carry out
the descriptive studies.
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THE ACQUISITION OF VALUES:

I.

A THEORETICAL MODEL

INTRODUCTION

Values permeate every aspect of our lives (Severin, 1973), yet
often our values remain elusive, even hidden from ourselves.

Our

values emerge, rich in feelings but often unnamed, to tell us what to
do and how to do it.

The conflicts among our various values cause us

embarrassment and pain in our decision making.

Values are often dis-

cussed, but there is little agreement about what they are or how it
is we happen to have them.
Values generate much concern among school personnel and the public
they serve:

teacher values influence the teaching-learning process,

school-board members' values influence economic and policy decisions,
parents' values are reflected in their child-rearing practices, and com-

munity values influence the outcomes of school budget elections. Values

are discussed, sometimes heatedly; they are classified,sorted,arranged
hierarchically, denounced, attacked, defended, and hidden behind.
Included in this chapter are discussions concerning the purpose
of the study, the need for the study, the rationale for a theoretical
study, and an overview of the Values Acquisition Model.

Purpose of the Study

Educational systems exist, at least in a technical sense, for the
purpose of passing on the beliefs (or facts or values, if you will)
that people have about their world to their children (Kneller, 1964;
Oregon Department of Education, 1966).

Therefore, it would seem
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advantageous for a society to have available the necessary knowledge
about the nature of their beliefs, how beliefs are developed in children, the role of the educational system in the acquisition of beliefs,
and the behavioral manifestations of these beliefs.

The need for con-

cern about beliefs and values in the public schools is reflected in
Guide to Elementary Education in Oregon (Oregon Deparment of Education,
1966).

Values are prominently placed in the enumeration of the beliefs

about human beings, as well as being emphasized as a necessary element
in the school curriculum.

The Oregon Department of Education defines

values "as ideal goals that are (1) apparently universal throughout a
human society and (2) common to the free world of democracy" (1966,
p. 5).

Neither the specific content of values nor the process for

acquiring values is addressed.

Yet whether or not values as a subject should be of concern to the
schools is hotly debated.

There are those who take the point of view

that the teaching of values is the job of the family, others point to
the cultural values (e.g., freedom, equality) as being a necessary and
legitimate part of the school curriculum.

Still others believe that

values are at play in every human interaction, and the school is the
ideal place for children to learn about interacting with people who
hold value systems which differ from theirs.

Because of the great variety of notions concerning the nature and
function of values, not to mention the extraordinary range of the purported contents of values, dialog is difficult.

For example, Rokeach

(1973) states that values are a kind of belief; while Scheibe (1970)

states that values deal only with what is good or preferable and
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beliefs deal with what is true.

Dewey (1939) says all valuation in-

volves desiring and Maslow (1968) maintains that some values are
biologically and genetically based and some are culturally developed.
Rokeach (1973) talks about values being "taught" and Arbuckle (1970)
says that values can only be "learned" through experience.

Anthropol-

ogist Bock (1974) sees values as shared (implicit or explicit) ideals
which influence behavior.
unique.

Dewey (1939) sees each person's values as

Maslow (1968) argues that some values are better, or higher,

or more desirable than others.

Both Maslow (1968) and Hartman (1967)

assert that some people are more competent valuers than other people.

M. Brewster Smith (1969) sums up the conceptual confusion over
values:

We talk about altogether too many probably different
things under one rubric when we stretch the same terminology
to include the utilities of mathematical decision theory...,
fundamental assumptions about the nature of the world and
man's place in it..., ultimate preferences among life styles
.., and core attitudes or sentiments that set priorities
among one's preferences and thus give structure to a life...
(p. 97-98).

The main purpose of this paper is to present a theoretical
struction of what a value is and to suggest how it is acquired.

conIn

the presentation of this construction I hope to induce some degree of
shift in the perspective of the reader.

This second purpose centers

around the priority of focus from objects and actions to the relationships that exist in all events.

Primarily what I am implying is a

shift toward thinking of the functional, constantly in motion, rela-

tional aspects of the human personality rather than static features.
It seems we have been operating under a kind of dichotomy.

On one
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hand there is a realization that the underlying structures can only
be inferred from what the person does and on the other hand we continue to think about personality as though it were a static thing to be
acted upon.

To paraphrase the idea that the fish will be the last to discover
water, it might be said that the human will be the last to discover
motion.

Motion is a very great part of our existence, yet we don't

seem to take it into account as far as personality is concerned.

The

very fact that we are alive implies movement, process, growth, development, and yet our words steer us toward expressions of people as objects,
things, static entities.

Preclassical people saw matter as essentially

inert and used references appropriate to spatial dimensions--length,
width, depth.

Classical people treated motion as something to be added,

belonging to the ideal world, not to reality (Kelly, 1958).

Some

modern psychologists continue to view the person as something static
and invent "forces" to act on the person.

These forces include "mo-

tives," "drives," "incentives," and so on.

It is my guess that this persistent quality of static personality
can be traced to our conceptualizations, particularly as voiced in the
Western languages and ways of thinking.

The emphasis on analysis and

the formation of concepts by abstracting those features which are
similar, and the relative ease of expressing things about symbols for
objects which others can perceive through their senses, has precluded
our placing the primary focus on relations.

Presently our "values"

are expressed by nouns or adjectives--happiness, equality, freedom,
honesty, loving, responsible (Rokeach, 1973)--or in statements about
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values as though they were things.

This paper develops a model based on the assumption
person is alive, motion must be considered.

that since a

By placing the primary

focus of human personality on motion and relations, new ways of viewing
values will be needed.

Herein, values will be thought of not as static

objects or ends to be attained

but rather will be considered from a

dynamic relational reference.

Need for the Study

The educator has been charged with the systematic development of
a large part of a child's belief system:

the physical, biological,

and social "facts" deemed appropriate for the child's integration into
the society (Brameld, 1961; Kneller, 1964; Oregon Department of Education, 1966).

At the same time the educator has been given the task

of ensuring that the child develop the needed abilities which will

allow adequate functioning in the society (Conant, 1964; Hass, 1964;
Oregon Department of Education, 1966).

Perhaps part of the frustration

and dissatisfaction currently surrounding the schools is due in part
to people adhering to narrow, specialized views of value/belief systems
--frames of reference that dictate specific content or methodology, or
both (Kuhn, 1970; Oppenheimer, 1956; Rickover, 1964).

Part of my need to do this study arises from my personal dissatisfaction with the level of understanding of child behavior held by educators.

As a teacher I became acquainted with a considerable number

and variety of curriculum programs.

As I participated in their imple-

mentation, and death or survival, it seemed apparent to me that these
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programs were developed and implemented without much real knowledge
about the normal range of human behavior.

Current suggestions for

classroom approaches to values, such as Values Clarification (Raths,
Harmin, and Simon, 1966; Simon, Howe, and Kirschenbaum, 1972), assume
that a person can choose one's values, but they do not address the
development of the process underlying choice-making.

Often I am very confused about my role as teacher in the formation
of the children's belief systems.

While I am assigned the task of

teaching skills such as being able to read, I must choose the material
with which the children are to learn.

The demarcation between learning

the skill and learning or acquiring facts, or beliefs, or values is
certainly a foggy one for me.

Often I had a fairly clear idea of what

was being taught (e.g., reading to find the main idea of a paragraph),
but not much of a clue as to what was being learned (perhaps, "I will

be ridiculed unless I come up with only 'right' answers.") or how that
learning was taking place.

As a teacher I was admonished to provide for the total child
(Oregon Department of Education, 1966), but I was not provided with
the means for viewing the total child.
of fragmented viewpoints:

I was confronted with a variety

recipes for how I should teach reading or

arithmetic (see any basic text teacher's guide), prescriptions for
physical development (Corvallis Public Schools, 1961-1962), ideas
about experiences in music (Oregon Department of Education, 1960)

or

art (Oregon Department of Education, 1958), and suggestions for ensuring that the children develop "positive" self-concepts during their
participation in the educational process (Oregon Department of Education,
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1966).

Pleas to reduce this fragmentation come from a variety of

sources, such as curriculum construction (Hass, 1964), instruction
(Bruner, 1966), and education psychology (Schmuck and Schmuck, 1974).

I was advised to treat each child as an individual with a unique

background of experience and prior learning, needs, concerns, and
capabilities (Oregon Department of Education, 1966).

Yet, now the

state insists that each of these unique, individual children shall

perform at or above a specified and standardized academic level as
stated in the competencies required for high school graduation (Oregon
State Board of Education, 1972).

I was encouraged to participate in experience-based curricula to
provide students with primary experience, to enlist their active involvement, and enable them to witness first-hand the results of their
manipulation of a bit of the environment.
MAN:

Such curricula included

A Course of Study (Education Development Center, 1970) and

Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS) (Karplus, 1967).

Only

then the whole premise was negated when the evaluation of these programs was made on the basis of standardized achievement tests or other
paper and pencil tests rather than a practical application or demonstration of the principles involved.

Teachers often feel a great lack of "knowing" what is or has
been effective--and at what cost to whom.

The judgment used to deter-

mine whether a particular child's behavior was within a "normal"
(acceptable) range was generally a result of the teacher's personal
experience and unique value/belief system (Silberman, 1970).
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Rationale for a Theoretical Study

Why not turn to the research that has been done?

Generally

studies concerning child behavior, child development, or the educa-

tional process have involved some manipulation of a contrived situation
that is statistically measured through the use of a previously designed
rating scale or other standard.

This scale or standard was in turn

based on some pre-existing theory which has grown out of the intuitive
thinking or perceptions of some individual.

How can I apply this

research to the classroom full of these unique, developing individuals

all of whom are behaving out of what they believe to be true about the
world?

What inferences can I make?

What conclusions can I draw?

It will not be the object of this research study to manipulate
such a contrived situation nor to rely on a single pre-existing theory.

Rather, the object of this study will be the analysis and subsequent
new synthesizing of several pre-existing theories and the creation of
a comprehensive model for considering the acquisition and development
of value/belief systems.

Further, I intend to show how this organiza-

tion of theories can be applied in future research studies of an experimental nature.

While everyone may be constantly concerned about values, and
values are reflected in everything we do (Buhler, 1962), their study
has not been given a central focus.

According to Buhler (1962),

values so permeate a person's personality and development that anyone
attempting to understand human behavior can never omit them.

Possibly

the greatest reason the study of values has been assigned a peripheral
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role in educational research is the adherence to what Robert Oppenheimer

(1956) called the mistaken notion of the world "...as a causal one, in

which every event could be accounted for if we were ingenious, a world
characterized by number, where everything interesting could be measured
and quantified..." (p. 134).

Rychlak (1968) believes that operational definitions in personality research cannot capture the full importance of concepts such as
Zove or ambition.

He asks if psychologists should be forced to give

up thinking about notions such as these in terms that are meaningful
to humans.

Rychlak suggests it is better to investigate exciting ideas

with more loose designs than to stick to safe ideas with "tight" designs.

Carl Rogers (1969) writes that our present conceptions of

science promote fear of creative subjective speculation--this cuts
students off from making any significant discoveries.

He further

states that our need to be rigorous more often strangles new ideas than
nourishing and developing them.

Rogers would have us put the stress on

meaning and not "significance at the .01 level."

I paraphrase Severin's (1973) comment on psychology by saying that
educational research should never rest content with a research paradigm
modeled exclusively on the physical sciences.

Education should be

imaginative and develop a variety of strategies and approaches beyond
the scope of any single methodology (Severin, 1973).

In surveying work in fields pertaining to behavior, I have come
across a growing criticism of the focus used by psychologists for the
study of human behavior and the inferences about the underlying structures drawn from the behavior.

I find this especially interesting
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since much of this criticism comes from the biological sciences.

Jones

(1972) charges that theories in the behavioral sciences have more often
concealed ignorance than explained facts.

He sees a lack of a large

variety of simple observable behaviors used as the raw data.

He also

charges there is a distinct lack of emphasis on a hypothesis-generating,
natural-history phase in the study of human behavior.

In other words,

no one has systematically observed children in their own environment.

Emphasis on a preliminary observational, descriptive phase of investigation has been missing from much of educational psychology.

Jones

points out that psychology, by modeling the methods used in the physical sciences, has more often investigated very small systems and maintained an almost exclusively experimental approach.

The point Jones

tries to make is to turn the usual process upside down.

In psychology

it has been customary to start with a concept, such as "aggression" or
attachment" and then look for a "good" measure of it.

Similar criticism comes from sociolinguist Aaron Cicourel (1974)
when he voices concern over current theories of the acquisition of
social structure in the child.

He believes that the theories "do not

ask what is 'normal' rule development" (p. 42).

Since 1966 Dell Hymes has urged linguists to take a more sociological view of language.

He sees the previous focus of language

acquisition and development on individual performance or competence
as too narrow

and encourages a broader look at the context in which

language occurs.

Watzlawick, Beavin, and Jackson (1967) are also critical of the
rather narrow scope of experimental studies.

They state that the
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failure to realize the intricacies of the relationships between an
event and the matrix in which it takes place, between an organism and
its environment, either confronts the observer with something "mysteri-

ous" or induces the person to attribute to the object of study certain
properties that object may not possess.

Compared with the wide accep-

tance of this fact in biology, Watzlawick et al. (1967) believe the
behavioral sciences seem to base themselves, to a large extent, on a
monadic view of the individual and on the time-honored method of isolating variables.

In undertaking a research study which is not primarily experimental,

I hope to encourage in schools of education the development of

creative strategies and approaches to the study of children and learning.

The movement to include a greater emphasis on synthesis in concert

with analysis is an important facet of my theory and is aimed at the
creation of an approach to the understanding of the acquisition and
development of values.

A Values Acquisition Model

Background for the Values Acquisition Model is noted in Chapter II
which traces the history of the study of beliefs and values in psychology.

In Chapter III a theory of personality is developed to help

organize the total picture of a person in which the theory of values
acquisition can be integrated.

Following the historic treatment of values and the presentation
of a general personality theory, Chapters IV and V are devoted to the
development of the Values Acquisition Model.

The problem of presenting
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a new theory has been stated by Pike (1967):
We would now like to be able to present a careful pointby-point development of the theory with which we hope to meet
the need, to some degree, for a unified theory of verbal and
We meet a practical difficulty in
nonverbal human behavior.
the theory postulates a system
attempting to do so, however:
of behavior in which each element in part defines every other
element so that no one element can be defined before the whole
is vaguely seen, nor can the whole be seen before many components are partially known (p. 72).
I hope by providing a "gestalt" view of the theory at this point, the
parts will have more meaning.

The Personal Component of the Values Acquisition Model is the
As shown in Figure 1, input to the Personal Com-

focus of Chapter IV.

ponent is in the form of "experienced reality" (Lee, 1959a).

Personal Component
Base
provides for creation of:)
1

Images

1

Plans

(experienced
reality"
perceptions, sensations

/

Personal Construction
System

Interaction Component
(perceptions
of culture

----4 Transformation Rules I--

Negotiation Rules

/

behavior

i

Personal Value System

Figure 1.

The Values Acquisition Model.
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This input consists of all the perceptions and sensations a person
experiences.

In the Base part of the Personal Component "experienced

reality" is organized in stable structures of Images and Plans (see
Miller, Galanter, and Pribram, 1960).

Images are our constructed

patterns of what the world is and what it will be.
constructed patterns for how to behave in the world.

Plans are our
Also in the

Personal Component we keep a catalog of basic units of action which
can be combined to form complex Plans.

The output of the Personal

Component is the Personal Construction System.
In Chapter V the second phase of the model, the Interaction Com-

ponent, reflects the on-going interaction with a society and its
system of rules--a culture.

Here each person creates a set of rules

for transforming perceptions of the culture and integrating them with
the Personal Construction System.
when conflict occurs.

Other rules govern the negotiations

These conflicts may occur between the indivi-

dual's system and the societal system, or they may occur within the
individual's system itself.
Value System.

The output of this phase is the Personal

In order for this process to be utilized, the values

must again be transformed--this time through the choice of Plans into
actual behavior.

Values guide the construction and choice of specific

Plans which are given direction by our Intentions.

The theory of values acquisition developed in this paper is based
on a conception of human beings as governed by rules--rules of their
own creation.

Rules, while in some measure restricting, are at the

same time essentially freeing.

Rules permit human interaction because

they allow us to predict the behavior of others--and ourselves.
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In summary, the theory is designed to deal with two aspects of
acquiring a personal value system.

First, I propose a Personal Com-

ponent which is meant to explain what goes on from an individual's
point of view.

And second, I address the interaction and relational

aspect of values acquisition.

The Interaction Component allows for

the integration of cultural rules with the Personal Construction
System and governs the negotiation of any conflict.

The resulting

Personal Value System is a stable structure which is used to guide
the choice of Plans for behaving in the world.

Chapter VI considers the implications of the theory for schools
and counselors, as well as suggestions for further study.
Finally, Chapter VII offers a summary of the theory and the model
derived from it.
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II.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF BELIEFS AND VALUES IN PSYCHOLOGY

Introduction

In this chapter I will trace the concern, or lack of it, for
values and beliefs in the history of psychology.

Here the history

begins with the Ancient Greeks and considers empirical theory and
associationism, utilitarian theory, structuralism, functionalism,
psychoanalysis, Gestalt psychology, behaviorism, problem-centered
theories, and humanistic approaches.

Early Treatment of Values and Beliefs

Plato

Even though beliefs and values have not been central themes of

any dominant psychology of the last hundred years, there does exist a
history of beliefs and values.

There is an extensive history if one

looks to the field of cognition for beliefs and that of motivation
for values (Scheibe, 1970).

While modern psychology may be less than

a hundred years old, psychological thinking can be traced back to the
beginnings of recorded human experience.

However, Ancient Greece is

often a traditional starting point, especially when considering the
roots of psychology.

Plato, in The Republic, distinguished three

components of the human soul--knowing, wanting, and willing--each of
which had a particular function with a corresponding faculty known
as Intellect, Emotion, or Conation.
soul developing independently.

Plato saw these regions of the

The Intellect was seen as governed by
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verbalized rationality, while Emotion was seen as chaotic, irrational,
inarticulate.

Conation dealt with behavior or determination to act

which was sometimes swayed by rationality yet at other times suspected
of ties with feelings and emotions (Kelly, 1958).

At least since the time of Plato, knowing or believing was considered as analytically separate from wanting or valuing.

Many people

have found it difficult to maintain this division (see Rokeach, 1973).
Concerns with beliefs are not perfectly distinct from concerns with
values.

Values, since they must be about something, have cognitive

components and beliefs have evaluative aspects.

However, philosophers

and anthropologists have steadfastly maintained the distinction between
questions of fact and questions of value--between asking "What is true?"
and"What is good?" (Bock, 1974; Scheibe, 1970).

The truth and value

distinctions were adopted by psychologists who saw it possible to give
a scientific account of how people actually function in the realms of
beliefs and values.

Empirical Theory and Associationism

Scientific psychology took as its basis the theory of knowledge
formulated by John Locke.

Locke formulated the basic empiricist

theory by holding that experience is the source from which all knowledge is formed.

Locke proposed a passive mind collecting sense

impressions from the external world and using them to fashion simple
ideas.

The mind build on these simple ideas and continual environ-

mental input to manufacture complex ideas such as cause and effect
(Locke, 1965).
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Locke's thesis was elaborated and developed by a series of British
philosophers.

to his theory.

The principles of association were among the additions
According to associationism, ideas come to be associated

because they resemble each other and tend to become bonded together
in memory (similarity), or because they enter consciousness in close
physical or temporal sequence (contiguity).

Through the exercise of

these principles, complex ideas are built up.
John Stuart Mill challenged the aggregate nature of complex ideas
in associationism.

He preferred an analogy to chemical combination

because he believed that the ways in which ideas combined were not
always predictable and that the results were substantially varied from
a mere summation of their parts.

However, the doctrine of association-

ism gave impetus to rigorous empirical investigations concerning the
content of experiences and their relationships to physical reality.

The impact of the principles of associationism continues to be very
important in twentieth century psychology.

Utilitarian Theory

According to Scheibe (1970), a theory concerning the origin or
nature of human values should consider what are conventionally called
the descriptive and normative issues.

Descriptively a theory should

account for the existence of values as well as how people express
these values in actions.

The normative aspect concerns the morality

or ethics in philosophy; a theory of human values must show how
actions are determined to be morally justified.
Various normative principles have been proffered by philosophers.
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These principles range from the ultimate values being in God, to a
priori values that do not derive from God, to justification by power.

Particularly important for psychology was the utilitarian doctrine
that the value of all action derived from the quantity and quality of
happiness it caused.

From the utilitarian point of view social action

might produce the "greatest good for the greatest number."

The under-

lying descriptive assertion is that people always act to maximize
their own happiness.

The utilitarian descriptive doctrine is reflected

in the work of such writers as Dewey (1939), Maslow (1968), and Rogers
(1969).

In order to explain the discrepancy of why some actions were, in

fact, not pleasurable, many philosophers adopted elaborations of the
idea of instinct.

About this time Darwin's Origin of Species opened

the door for considering values as inborn dispositions to act in
certain ways.

Natural selection implied a natural valuation of cer-

tain characteristics.

Consequently, the survival value of certain

processes, such as sexual behavior, eating, and escaping from danger
would account for these actions to be viewed as pleasurable or productive of happiness.

In 1873 Herbert Spencer combined the notions of instinct doctrine,
utilitarianism, and the theory of evolution to produce a new social
theory (Social Darwinism) in which only the "natural" forces of social

selection would operate and thereby create a perfect social order
(Scheibe, 1970).

People within a society who settled to the bottom

of the social order would not be assisted by "artificial" support such
as welfare or charity.
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As Scheibe (1970) states:

"But the ideas that basic values (a)

are rooted in the nature of the beast and (b) are related to his

ability to survive as a species seem to have been quite uniformly
accepted when psychology was brought into the laboratory in the latter
part of the nineteenth century" (p. 8).

But the dominant school at

the beginning of scientific psychology was not to be concerned with
beliefs and values.

Structuralism

Wilhelm Wundt established the first major laboratory of experimental psychology through the first decade of the twentieth century
(Scheibe, 1970).

British empiricism and German scientific tradition

combined to produce what became known as structuralism.
values were insignificant in the structuralist scheme.

Beliefs and

Structuralism

was not concerned with knowledge, nor with wants and motives, nor with
behavior.

Even experience itself was broken down into its constituent

parts and analyzed as feelings, images, or sensations.
Rebellion against the narrow, rigid structuralism took several
forms:

American functionalism, psychoanalysis, and Gestalt psychology,

for example.

Rebellion Against Structuralism

American Functionalism

William James is the dominant figure of early American functionalism.

Perhaps he is the most important of all psychologists to the

history of beliefs and values (Scheibe, 1970).

While offering no
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systematic psychology of his own, he vastly increased the scope of
psychology and demanded that people be studied in their entirety.

According to James, the knower
...is not simply amirror floating with no foothold anywhere,
and passively reflecting an order that he comes upon and
finds simply existing. The knower is an actor, and
coefficient of the truth on one side, whilst on the other
he registers the truth which he helps to create. Mental
interests, hypotheses, postulates, so far as they are
bases for human action--action which to a great extent
transforms the world--help to make the truth which they
declare.
In other words, there belongs to mind, from
its birth upward, a spontaneity, a vote.
It is in the
game, and not a mere looker-on; and its judgments of the
should-be, its ideals, cannot be peeled off from the
body of the cogitandum as if they were excrescences, or
meant, at most, survival." (Quoted in Hofstader, 1955,
p. 131).

James viewed the person as an active constructor of truth, that the
ideals and judgments of value are determiners of activity, and that
thought in general is intimately connected with behavior.

Immensely

dissatisfied with the psychology they found, both William James and
John Dewey worked to make it into something more useful.

Scheibe

(1970) believes that the psychology of beliefs and values was born
out of that effort.

Psychoanalysis

Sigmund Freud also rejected structuralism as useless. Freud's
contribution to the psychology of beliefs and values concerned the
universal extent of human needs interwoven through the whole of human

experience and influencing the history and destiny of all humans.
A respect for the power of human values as shapers of experience and
action can be attributed to Freud (Scheibe, 1970).
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A controversy developed in the early 1900's centering around the
possibility of thinking without images.

The failure of the traditional

structuralists or the group of Wurzburg psychologists who opposed them
to prove their case encouraged others to redefine psychology.

Two

groups who branched off were the German Gestaltists and the American
Behaviorists.

Gestalt Psychology

The Gestaltists believed the structuralist methodology would
destroy the holistic and organized aspect of consciousness--that a
fundamental unity and wholeness could not be analyzed into constituent
elements.

Certain ideas or categories of mind were still considered

innate and experience was still seen as appropriate to psychological

study, but the Gestaltists preferred a broader phenomenological view
(Scheibe, 1970).

Gestalt psychology, incorporating phenomenalism and dynamism,
is extremely important to beliefs and values.

The definition of

experience demanded interaction with the environment rather than a
mere passive registration.

Important links between the Gestalt

tradition and modern psychology of beliefs and values can be found
in the works of Kurt Lewin and Edward Spranger.

Spranger (1928) saw

values as always being a part of a personal structure--that it was
impossible to separate values from experience.

He urged that values

and other psychological elements be studied in reference to

a

"meaningful life-totality."

Kurt Lewin's dynamic field theory has influenced psychology to

a
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great extent.

Lewin's orientation to behavior is found in two of his

major principles.

One, the principle of concreteness, states only that

which is concrete has effects.

The other principle, contemporaneity,

asserts that only present conditions have an influence on behavior and
thinking.

Using basic conceptions such as life space with regions

charged with valences, Lewin could represent dynamically complex psychological situations.

He saw application of his theory in real-life

situations as the only test of its validity and thereby led psychological research out of the laboratory (Scheibe, 1970).

Lewin's belief that a person's thinking and behaving are thoroughly
intertwined is very important to the psychology of beliefs and values.
He believed that psychological reality for each person is unique; the

physical world influences psychological events only to the extent that
it is represented in the person's psychological reality.
often thought of as a social psychologist.

Lewin is

He saw the human being as

a social animal, thinking in social terms and using language as a
social instrument.

The affection and disapproval of other people were

seen as very influential forces in a person's life; decision-making
centered around the person's perception of social realities (Lewin,
1936).

Throughout his lifetime, Lewin remained a minority voice in
American psychology.

Instead, the work of Edward C. Tolman--an avowed

behaviorist who held that the concept of purpose was compatible with
the behaviorist point of view--became important to the growth of a
psychology of beliefs and values.
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Behaviorism

Previously William James and a group of other American psychologists had emphasized the necessity of understanding values and beliefs
as causes of human behavior, the model of "behaviorism" that was
actually adopted was one devised by James B. Watson.

Watson rejected

all mentalistic terms such as consciousness, sensation, perception,
and experience as inappropriate for psychological study.

Like the

structuralists, Watson was an environmentalist who believed in the
almost infinite plasticity of human development.

He extended Pavlov's

paradigm of reflex conditioning to the most complex forms of behavior
such as language and thought (Scheibe, 1970).

Instead of knowledge,

Watson studied habits; instead of values, he studied involuntarily
acquired goals and naturally occuring drives.

Through the study of rats at a choice point in a maze, Tolman
concluded that organisms develop cognitive maps as a function of
experience in their ecology.

These cognitive maps were made up of

expectancies--or what Tolman called means-ends-readinesses--as well as
the consequences likely to occur because of some action (Tolman,
1932).

Later Tolman (1959) refers to means-ends-readinesses, expec-

tancies, and beliefs as acquired dispositions of the organism.

But

Tolman was careful to avoid the error of considering these cognitive
dispositions--"intervening variables"--as something real.

Thus,

Tolman managed to combine the functionalist ideas of James (that
people are active, striving) and the Gestalt thinking of Lewin with
his own behavioral-cognitive theory (Scheibe, 1970).
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Brunswik, an associate of Tolman, proposed the concept of

a

psychological ecology which referred to the aspects of the environment

with which the individual interacts and which serves to support and
direct behavior (Brunswik, 1939).
idea of probabilism.

Of particular interest is Brunswik's

For Brunswik the importance of learning was in

helping a person determine the probabilistic physical relationships
in the world.

By knowing the probability of relations, a person could

modify behavior.

Through an extension of these ideas, Brunswik viewed

expectancies as probabilistic representations of consequences in interactions with environment (Scheibe, 1970).

While Brunswik's application

of probabilistic expectancies was primarily limited to perception,
Tolman applied it to learning and adaptive behavior.

Through these

efforts Tolman is credited with establishing the behavioral meaning of
belief.

Tolman referred to a "belief-value" matrix which apparently

concerned a person's internal dispositions to categorize, interpret,
and evaluate alternatives (Scheibe, 1970).

Recent Theories

Problem-Centered Theories

Scheibe (1970) sees a shift from general theories in psychology
to problem-centered theories of a much narrower scope.

He notes a

synthesis of new theories from parts of old theories and that these
new theories are being developed for specific cases.

He writes,

"In practice, this has meant the development of a number of theories
that contain concepts akin to beliefs (expectancies, subjective
probabilities, personal constructs) and concepts akin to values
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(reinforcement value, utility, incentive magnitude, goals, and so on)"
(p. 19).

Since World War

II

the growing recognition of commitments to

competing ideologies and the realization of the need for strategies

other than destruction to resolve social conflict, has given new
legitimacy to the study of beliefs and values.

The classic study on

The Authoritarian Personality (Adorno, Frenkel-Brunswik, Levinson, and
Sanford, 1950) gave rise to a number of studies which attempted to
understand political extremism as well as more general kinds of beliefs
(see Rokeach, 1960).

Other studies centered around "national interests"

as values, and actions and reactions as the holding of beliefs about
causal relationships (see Rapaport, 1960).

The Korean War gave impetus to large-scale research projects concerning persuasion, propaganda, conversion, brainwashing, group loyalty,
and resistance to stress (see Frank, 1961; Lifton, 1956; Schein, 1956).

Humanistic Psychology

In recent years the "humanistic" movement has generated a significant following.

Humanism represents a new orientation to psychology

rather than a new psychology (Severin, 1965).

This orientation is

diffuse and expresses a variety of concerns such as love, selfactualization, being, becoming, autonomy, creativity, and so on.
Allport, Fromm, Horney, Maslow, Moustakas, and Rogers are generally
considered to be among the humanists.

While offering no one theory, the humanists tend to agree on
several points (Bugental, cited in Severin, 1973):
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1.

Psychological functions studied in isolation do not add up
to a complete person.

2.

People are self-directing.

3.

Consciousness or awareness must be involved in the design
of experiments.

4.

Problems for research should be selected because of importance
to mankind--not because natural science methods could be used.

5.

The aim of prediction and control is thought of in terms of
the individual being free of unwanted outside influences.

6.

No science is value free.

Most humanistic psychologists write about values, but none have offered

a general theory which makes a clear statement about the acquisition
and function of values.

There is growing recognition of the importance of the role played
by the beliefs and values of scientists in their selection of problems
for study and the techniques employed in the studies (Bronowski, 1968;
Kuhn, 1970).

Even psychologists who have not included beliefs and

values in their theories have had beliefs about how psychological
inquiry should be conducted and they have always made value judgments
concerning what the proper objectives of psychology should be.

Finally, because psychologists and other scientists are often
not directly productive, they seek financial support from others.

These others are often governments, the trustees and state boards of
universities, or foundations.

Since the kinds of research that are

selected for support reflect the beliefs and values of those authorities,

it becomes increasingly important to understand the origins and effects
of beliefs and values.
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Summary

The history of beliefs and values in psychology has been traced
from the idea of the mind as a substance or a place through an era
when psychology was "mindless," to the notion of the mind as a variety
of processes.

While beliefs and values are thoroughly intertwined,

the separation between believing and valuing has been maintained for
analytical purposes.

Specific viewpoints considered here are:

Locke's

empirical theory and the associationism which followed; utilitarian
theory; structuralism and the resulting counter-theories of American
functionalism, psychoanalysis, Gestalt psychology, and behaviorism;
the problem-centered theories; and humanistic approaches.
In this brief discussion of the historical treatment of beliefs

and values, it becomes apparent that neither the personal beliefs nor
the values have been considered of primary importance in previous
attempts to understand ourselves.

If, as Rokeach (1973) says, the

function of values is to guide our behavior, one would expect the study
of values to occupy a more central role in any study of people.

Yet,

no general comprehensive framework has been devised concerning the
acquisition and functioning of values which can be integrated with a
general theory of personality.

In Chapter III I will attempt to show

that values are an integral part of the personality and how a value
system is integrated within a person.
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III.

VALUES AS AN INTEGRAL PART OF PERSONALITY

Introduction

At least two requirements must be met by a theory concerning the
acquisition of values.

First, the theory must be compatible with

evidence gathered illustrating the acquisition of other aspects of
behavior.

Essentially a values acquisition theory must be in agreement

with what has been found in the study of language learning since they
are so totally intertwined.

Language acquisition and use has been the

most rigorously observed and analytically investigated of all the social

sciences (Miller, 1974).

Current language acquisition theory is con-

sistent with the theories in developmental psychology.

The discussion

of language learning and values acquisition will be addressed in Chapter V.

Second, any values acquisition theory must dovetail with a general
personality theory.

Any theory which purports to account for one area

of human behavior must be capable of subordination to a more total view
of human behavior.

Values acquisition as a component of personality

will be the focus of this chapter.
In order for a personality theory to accept my values acquisition
theory as a subordinate element, certain conditions must be met.

Such

a personality theory must consider people as capable of controlling
their lives, not being controlled; as creative, not just "reactive;"
dynamic (moving, not static); and be as value-free and culture-free as
possible.

According to Rychlak (1973), a personality theory must answer
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four major questions:
ality?

(1) What is the essential structure of person-

(2) On what basis does this structure act or behave?

this structure change over time, and if so, in what way?

(3) Does

(4) How does

one account for the variety of human behavior among different individuals?

Using these questions as essential organizers for discussing

values as a part of the total personality, I will build this chapter
around four major elements:

(1) structural constructs, (2) motiva-

tional constructs, (3) time perspective constructs, and (4) individual
differences constructs.

Structural Constructs

In this section I will discuss the elements of structural con-

structs, the theories of George Kelly and Miller, Galanter and Pribram
particularly as they pertain to the acquisition of values, the con-

structs of 'self,' and the relationship between beliefs about the world
and how to operate in it.

Elements of Structural Constructs

Rychlak (1973) includes structural constructs to allow us to get
a view of how the theorist has "put man together."

The structural

constructs should permit us to look at the "nodal points of personality
without necessarily being drawn into the question of how behavior takes
place" (p. 21).

This is particularly difficult to do with a theory

designed to focus on actions and relationships.

Discussing the elements

of a person's underlying psychological structures must be a lot like
studying one frame from a movie.

By the time the elements of the frame
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have been analyzed, the frame is no longer current because the action
has moved on in time.

Theories of Kelly and Miller, Galanter, and Pribram

The personality theory I will adopt as an organizer is one develKelly did not write a great deal but instead

oped by George A. Kelly.

devoted his energies to clinical practice and university teaching.
Theory of Personality:

His

The Psychology of Personal Constructs was an

outgrowth of his work with school children in Kansas and college
students at Ohio State University.

In addition I have taken comple-

mentary ideas from the innovative work of George Miller, Eugene
Galanter, and Karl Pribram.

These two theories will be interwoven

in order to build a general personality theory incorporating my ideas
about the nature and function of values.

Both theories are reflections of the Kantian model of human existence.

Kant held that "things in themselves" really did exist even

though all we can ever know is our sensations and perceptions of them
(quoted in Rychlak, 1973).

Kant's belief that people were born with

an a priori ability to know experience in terms of unities and
pluralities is reiterated by Kelly (1955) and Miller et al. (1960)

when they postulated the inborn ability to know experience through
hierarchial and serial ordering.
Basis for Kelly's Theory.

Underlying Kelly's (1955) theory of

personality is the single philosophic assumption:

"We assume that

all of our present interpretations of the universe are subject to
revision or replacement" (p. 15).

(All references to Kelly refer to
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A Theory of Personality:

The Psychology of Personal Constructs, 1955,

unless otherwise stated.)

Kelly refers to this way of thinking as
People interpret or construe the universe

constructive alternativism.

and events in it in different ways.

This ability to construe led Kelly

to think of every person as a scientist--hypothesizing, interpreting,
testing, and questioning.

He felt very strongly there should not be

separate personality theories for those who studied people's behavior
and those who were the subjects of the study.

In other words any

theory of personality must explain the scientist's behavior as well as
anyone else's.

Another aspect of Kelly's theory which sets it apart

was the definition of personality as "organism processes...a course of
events that keeps flowing along" (p. 453).
Miller et al. state:

"...once a biological machine starts to run,

it keeps running twenty-four hours a day until it dies" (p. 64).

(All

references to Miller, Galanter, and Pribram refer to Plans and the
Structure of Behavior, 1960.)

Miller et al. go on to quote William

James as saying "the stream of thought can never stop flowing" (p. 64).
Both Kelly and Miller et al. were asked if their theories were dynamic.

Both responded, "No." because their theories intentionally part with
psychoanalysis or other theories which use "dynamic" to mean that the
organism is striving toward some state or object that will reduce
tension.

Kelly (1958), at least, was willing to think of his theory

as "dynamic" if dynamic implied that people were active rather than
inert (p. 60).
Constructs.
events.

Construing is the basic activity in the course of

People notice recurring patterns of events and expect them
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They place interpretations upon the predictable aspect

to be repeated.
of experience.

Construing is temporal in nature.

struing is uniquely bipolar.
similarities and contrasts.

Kelly believes con-

That is, thought exists only in terms of
Thus, the definition of a construct

includes a minimum content of at least two elements which are similar
and these elements contrast with a third.

For example, in order to

form a construct called "rabbit," I would need to know of at least two
rabbits and something which was "not rabbit."
might be a cat.

For me the "not rabbit"

While the cat and the rabbits may have many features

in common, they contrast in at least one feature--perhaps shape of
teeth.

Constructs are patterns or working hypotheses created by the
person and fit over recurring events.
created by each individual.

Order in the universe is literally

Kelly (1958)rejected the term "concept."

As units of logic, concepts had come to be "treated as if they existed
independently of any particular person's psychological process" (p. 57)
and this was not compatible with his view of constructs.

People are not locked into their construct systems unless they
believe they are.

This is the whole point of constructive alternativism.

People should constantly seek a "better fit" between their perspectives
and the demands of life (Rychlak, 1973).

There is a tentativeness about

the Kellyian construct that has the potential of being enormously freeing.

Even though some people's constructs are rigid, inflexible, and

impermeable, the potential exists for incorporating new experience and
reorganizing the elements within the constructs or the constructs within
the system.
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Since constructs are imposed on events--ordering them, determining
In systematizing con-

meaning--they can be thought of as controls.

structs, contradictions are removed and hierarchial order is established.

Superordinate constructs are more abstract and therefore have a greater
range of convenience or scope of application.

Constructs become a

patterned structure or style of viewing life which in turn will determine a course of action.
Images and Plans.

Miller, Galanter, and Pribram propose a kind

of construct whose focus is particularly suited to process and movement.

Miller et al. make a distinction between the person's beliefs about
the world, which they call Images,and the ways for behaving in the
world, which they call Plans.

Specifically, the Images are made up

of the accumulated, organized knowledge the person has about the world
and the 'self,' while Plans are any hierarchial process used by the
person to control the sequence of operations to be done (p. 16-17).
Images are a person's models of reality.

They are the unique

and personal record of interaction in and with the environment.

As

a person moves in the environment, the sensory perceptions change and
the person organizes these perceptions into patterns.

These patterns,

or models, or Images, give meaning, definition, and order to experiences.
Images provide a record of the past and provide the structure which
allows prediction of the future (Gearhardt, 1973).
in the form of words or enhanced by words.

Some Images may be

The idea of "chair" may

bring to mind a set of concrete objects while the word "furniture" is
more abstract and one step further removed from concreteness.

Language

also serves Images by helping to link the past with new experiences and
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by expressing the relational aspects of interaction.

Images change

because with each new experience they are dynamically altered
(Gearhardt, 1973).

By adapting this distinction between constructs of Images and
constructs of Plans, I am hypothesizing two separate but highly interdependent underlying psychological structures.

Underlying structures

are not available for direct observation and can only be inferred from
the behavior of individuals.

The distinction between what we believe

to be true about the world and ourselves--our Images, and what we do --

our Plans, is shown in Figure 2.

Personality

Images

Figure 2.

Components of personality.

Bipolar Characteristic of Constructs.

In Kelly's view of construct,

the built-in test for fitness is the bipolar characteristic.

By defi-

nition a construct is made up of what it is and what it is not.

This

kind of test seems to be particularly adequate for constructs in the
Image structure.

Either something belongs in a construct or it is an

example of what the construct is not, unless the something falls outside
the construct's range of convenience, in which case it is irrelevant to
that particular construct.

This bipolar view of categorization is also

in evidence in anthropology andlinquistics.

An example from linguistics
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is the binary scheme for categorizing features of phonemes.

A feature

of consonants, such as "continuant" (capable of being a continuous
sound) is either present (+) as in the phoneme /f/ or absent (-) as
in /p/.

Components of Plans.
Plans.

Intentions and values are components of

Intentions establish direction for the selection and execution

of Plans while values guide the choice of Plans and integrate and
coordinate the system of Plans.

This is graphically shown in Figure 3.

Personality]

Constructs
of Images

Constructs
of Plans

Predicted
Images

Past

Figure 3.

Intentions

Action
Units

Values

Components and subcomponents of personality.

Miller et al. propose a basic unit of action.
Test-Operate-Test-Exit (TOTE).

They call this unit

The action unit or TOTE is basically a

feedback loop with built-in recursive potential.

The test phase is the

process for determining the appropriateness of any Plan.
idea of values enters the picture.

Here, the

Values are the part of the structure

that guide the judgment or evaluation of what action is appropriate.
Preservation, extension, and enhancement of the person's construction
system form the basis for creation of the personal values.

As with all
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other parts of the structure, values are created by the individual.
The outcomes of various tests guide the behavior.
The feedback loop of the action unit or TOTE should not be confused
with reinforcement.

Miller et al. clarify this:

1.

a reinforcing feedback must strengthen something, whereas
feedback in a TOTE is for the purpose of comparison and
testing;

2.

a reinforcing feedback is considered to be a stimulus
(e.g., pellet of food), whereas feedback in a TOTE may
be a stimulus, or information (e.g., knowledge of
results), or control (e.g., instructions); and

3.

a reinforcing feedback is frequently considered to be
valuable, or "drive reducing," to the organism, whereas
feedback in a TOTE has no such value (p. 30).

Action units or TOTEs themselves can serve as the operational
phase for other TOTEs thereby creating a hierarchial structure.

Higher

order TOTEs (called strategies) are comprised of lower order TOTEs
(called tactics).

Some Plans or ways of behaving may be inherited; they do not need
to be learned.

Examples of innate Plans might include a newborn's Plans

for sucking, swallowing, tracking movement with the eyes, and so on.
Other Plans become so well learned they achieve a quality similar to
inherited Plans.

Such Plans could be called skills or habits; these

Plans tend to be inflexible, and become almost involuntary in practice.
Plans may be represented in the Images.

This is because the more

a person participates in a pattern of action, the more that pattern
becomes part of the reality.

This may account for the inclination to

associate values with the Images rather than the Plans.

However, it is

a part of my theory that values are much more closely associated with
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the functional and relational aspects of living than with objects in
the environment.

The 'Self' Constructs

An individual's constructs of 'self' represent a unique kind of
construct in the Images; one that includes elements to which only the
individual has direct access.

These elements are the feelings or

affects involved in the relations between the person and all perceived events.

In other words every event experienced by the person

carries with it some affective meaning.

This affective meaning re-

sults from the relational quality inherent in the interaction between
the living organism and the environment.

The "in-relation-to-me" aspects of events become a hierarchically
ordered system known as the constructs of the 'self.'

Thus, the

'self' constructs are made up of features and patterns which are that
distinctly unique personality.

The 'self' constructs are, then, a

system of rules governing who I am--my personal role.

The inter-

dependence between the 'self' constructs and the Plans for behaving
is strong and complex.

An Image of a weak, helpless, down-trodden

'self' will affect the choice of Plans in any interaction.

If circum-

stances should promote a choice of Plans which indicate strength, this
person may undergo a change in the 'self' constructs.

Relationship Between Images and Plans

Action units may be thought of as a general type of discrepancysensitive mechanism.

As Plans are executed, the results in the Image
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are compared with the desired outcomes in the Predicted Images and
decisions about further Plans are based on what is found.
Images call for changes in Plans.

Changes in

Likewise, changes in Plans alter

the Images and the predictions.

Motivational Constructs

In this section I will discuss the purpose of motivational constructs, Kelly's view concerning motives, and the role of Plans.

Purpose of Motivational Constructs

Motivation has been considered necessary to get the personality
structure moving (Rychlak, 1973).

Sometimes this movement is concep-

tualized as a pushing force such as a drive or an instinct.

Other

theorists think of motivation as a pulling force, such as an incentive
or a reward.

Motivation is also discussed in terms of consciousness

or unconsciousness.

Kelly's View of Motive

According to Kelly, people are just naturally curious, getting
their kicks out of solving problems.
push or pull theories.

Kelly (1958) saw no need for the

He considered the term "human motives" to be

redundant--human beings because they are alive are in motion and there
was no need to consider propulsion.

Kelly (1958) did believe, however,

that the question of directionality needed to be addressed.

The direc-

tion of a person's movement is determined by his construction system.
As long as a construction system has dimensions, it will provide
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alternatives and movement will proceed along the lines of the alternatives that are chosen.

It is important to understand the mutual existence of freedom and
determination in relation to choice.

The constructs which make up the

Images are deterministic in that they specify what items may belong.
Yet how and when the constructs are used allows a great deal of freedom.
An analogy which comes to mind is that of a system of roads.

The roads

determine where we can travel, but we are free to choose direction,

destination, speed, time, whether or not to travel, or even to venture
out over "roadless" terrain.

According to my theory people make choices

which they believe extend and define as well as perpetuate their construction systems.

This does not presuppose that anyone else would

perceive their behavior as doing what is best.

Role of Plans

My assumption here, as is Miller's et al.,is that a person must
be executing some Plan all the time.
mean death.

To be entirely Planless would

But a person may be without Plans for dealing with some

important segments of life.

A sudden and sweeping change in some part

of an Image, say divorce, stroke, or natural emergency, may find a
person without Plans.

The discovery of incompatible Plans or Images

may produce the same result.

Even partial Planlessness will produce

a measure of anxiety and perhaps fear which may lead to nervous breakdown, panic, and so on.
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Time Perspective Constructs

The time perspective constructs are designed to describe changes
in a personality over time.

In this section I will discuss Kelly's

view of change, and the work of developmental pyschologists as it is
related to values.

Kelly's View of Change

In my theory, as well as Kelly's, a person's attention is directed
toward the future in order to plan--to anticipate and predict, and
thereby control events.

Development is considered continual.

Kelly

believes that one important development concerned the ability to

experiment, to hypothesize, and to find ways to extend the range of
one's constructs.

I am inclined to believe at this point that this

development of the structure underlying beliefs and Plans is due to
a special capacity, a propensity, of childhood.

Noam Chomsky (1965)

proposes an innate Language Acquisition Device (LAD) which insures

that children will create the underlying structure or grammar of their
native language.

Chomsky believes that the LAD weakens and disappears

at about the time of puberty.

Recent work in brain research, especially

that research concerning laterality or "split-brain" may give physiological support to this belief (Marshall, 1973; Sperry, 1976; Trotter,
1976).

It is my belief, too, that this hypothesizing and structure-

creating facility exists primarily in childhood.

The patterns for

viewing the world and the strategies for operating in it are pretty
much complete by the time a child is 11 to 14 years old.

Evidence for
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a decline in the ability to hypothesize is shown when adults attempt to
establish themselves in a different culture or sub-culture.

While

there may be some agreement world-wide about the things in the Images,
(Miller et al., 1960) the difficulty comes in learning the Plans,

especially the implicit cultural rules for the "correct" ways of
behaving socially.

This in no way means that adults cannot create psychological
structures or change those existing structures.

But I do believe that

creating and changing the structures is considerably more difficult
and painful for the adult.

For instance, a person who grows up

creating Plans which do not allow for the expression of emotions (e.g.,

keep an even keel, the stiff upper lip, bear it like a "man") often
suffers greatly in times of personal crisis.

The suffering is a result

of a change in the Image, for example a divorce, and the Plans offer
no adequate way for coping.

Learning new Plans can be very painful

and implies continued reorganization or other changes in the Images.

Contributions of the Developmental Psychologists

The orientation of the developmental psychologists is particularly
relevant to my theory of values acquisition.

Any theory based on

creative construction must utilize developmental principles.

Work in

biology and physiology as well as our common sense points out the fact
of physical development from infancy to maturity.

It also appears that

there are corresponding progressions of development in language,
socialization, and general cognitive skills.
Jean Piaget.

The person who has offered us the most insight into
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mental development is Jean Piaget.

Piaget, through careful, detailed,

longitudinal studies of children, has theorized a succession of stages
through which children grow.

Years of experimental work based on

ethological methods led

Piaget to believe that all learning is depen-

dent on and varies with

internal organizational levels or developmental

stages (Sinclair, 1973; see Phillips, 1969; Piaget, 1955; Piaget and
Inhelder, 1969).

Throughout Piaget's theory the emphasis is on action- -

the child's interaction with the environment and the child's construction of experiences resulting from this interaction.

The level of

development dictates the nature of the constructions (Sinclair, 1973).

Piaget was impressed with the differences between the infant's and the
adult's way of reasoning.

In subsequent investigations he found that

children of various ages also differed in this respect and that these
differences were not due entirely to deficiencies in experience or
information (Piaget, 1968).

Piaget (1968) believes that a child's

cognitive processes reflect the child's total underlying structure
which permits certain types of adaptive behavior but not others.

Piaget's stages of cognitive development imply a temporal sequence
and should be thought of as points on a continuum of development and
not as separate, discrete entities (Sinclair, 1973).

The infant begins with a set of elementary action-patterns such as
sucking, swallowing, crying, grasping, visual fixation and tracking
movements, and gross bodily movements (Sinclair, 1973).

Piaget (1955)

calls the repeatable and generalizable components of the underlying
structure "schemes."

Schemes concern underlying organizers for both

behavior and knowledge of the world.

Therefore they may be considered
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congruent with my theory's use of constructs of the Images and Plans.

The purpose of the structure underlying the Plans is to coordinate
these inherited action-patterns and newly developing ones in temporal
sequences in order that the structure becomes progressively more complex,
generative, and coherent.

Learning in this context means a long-lasting

change in the coordination or organization of the structure--a transformation of the mechanism (Sincliar, 1973).

This view is consistent with

my theory about the acquisition and function of values.
begin in action-patterns or Plans.

Values, too,

As the underlying structure or value

system becomes more complex, there are changes in its organization which
allow for greater coherence in the choice of Plans and broader generation of possible behaviors.
Jerome Bruner.

Another author whose work is especially supportive

of my theory is Jerome Bruner.

For Bruner, the only useful way of

looking at growth and development centered on the child's systems of
representation.

Representation of an event is selective.

This implies

a set of rules for choosing what is to be retained and how it is to be
ordered.
1966).

Representation is not a random or arbitrary sampling (Bruner,
Particularly important is Bruner's assertion that more general

rules are induced by the child to make the representation more efficient
and more effective (Bruner, 1966).

Bruner proposes three kinds of representation systems:

the enactive,

or learning something through doing it, which corresponds in part to my
theory about plans; iconic representation orknowing something through a
picture or image ofitwhichis congruent with my idea of Imaae; and symbolic

representation or knowing something through symbolic means such as a
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language.

Language or other symbolic systems are a very large part of

both the Images and the Plans.

Bruner (1966) sees growth as a succes-

sive mastering of the three forms along with their "partial translation
each into the others" (p. 317).

It is in this bringing of action and

appearance into correspondence that I see language playing the greatest
role.

The acquisition of language and its relation to the acquisition

of values will be treated in Chapter IV.
The extremely important role of the culture and interpersonal
interactions in the child's construction of Images and Plans will be
the focus of Chapter V.

Individual Differences Constructs

In this brief section I will discuss the role of individual differ-

ences in personality theory, and underscore one of the main features of
my general personality theory.

Role of Individual Differences Constructs

Individual differences constructs in personality theory account for
the uniqueness and individuality of a personality.

Theorists often des-

cribe theorotypes emphasizing differences between people which sometimes
become personality "styles" or trait designations (Rychlak, 1973).

Inherent Variance

In some respects it might seem more relevant to talk about similarities at this point rather than differences.

However, the uniqueness

of each person's construction system is inherent in my theory through
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the ideas of development and the creative construction of structures- -

systems of rules--for guiding behavior, organizing the person's knowledge of the world, and the establishment of correspondences between
the two.

Summary

This chapter has been devoted to providing the reader with an outline of a general personality theory of which values are an integral
part.

Four issues suggested by Rychlak (1973) were addressed:

(1) the

structure of personality, (2) the basis on which the structure functions, (3) how the structure changes, and (4) how individual differences
are accounted for.

Primarily, people are, to paraphrase Kelly (1969),

inveterate creators of paradigms who find rewards in the predicting
and anticipating of events and in the seeking of solutions.

Borrowing Miller's et al. (1960) terms for beliefs and ways of
behaving,

I see personality comprised of two closely interrelated

structures--constructs of the Images and constructs of Plans.

The

Images are made up of constructs concerning things and facts of the
world as they are experienced by the individual--the what is, and the
expected replication of events or the Predicted Images--what will be.
The Predicted Images are not a matter of "ought" but of belief.
The constructs of Plans are made up of Intentions, Values, and
basic action units (TOTES).

Intentions are the conceiving and select-

ing of ways to behave in the world and are the source of direction for
bringing about the Predicted Images.

Constructs known as Values guide

the formation and selection of Plans in order to augment, coordinate,
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extend, and preserve both the Plans and the Images.

The capacity for verbalizing Images and Plans assumes a prominent
place in any discussion of human personality (Bruner, 1966; Kelly, 1955;
Piaget, 1955).

Miller et al. (1960) believe that verbal abilities are

closely related to planning abilities and the fact that Plans can be
communicated is crucially important to the person's social existence.
How these structures come to be is hypothesized in Chapter IV.

Here the well developed and investigated theories of language learning
will serve as a model for the acquisition of a system of values.
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IV.

VALUES ACQUISITION AS AN ANALOG TO LANGUAGE LEARNING

Introduction

Language pervades virtually every form of human activity.

The

study of language is thoroughly intertwined with the study of cognition
(Bruner, 1956; Lenneberg, 1972; Piaget, 1955), world view (Whorf, 1956),
beliefs and values (Rokeach, 1968; Schiebe, 1970), and culture (Bock,
1974; Cicourel, 1974).

The acquisition of language has been more

rigorously investigated than the acquisition of any other human behavior
and the resulting theories and studies have been useful to this study.

Particularly helpful are the models of language acquisition upon which
I have based my model of values acquisition.
In this chapter I will discuss the background for language acquisi-

tion theory, Chomsky's model of language acquisition, recent studies in
language learning, studies of language learning which focus on general

cognitive development, and finally, present the Personal Component of
the Values Acquisition Model.

Background for Language Acquisition Theory

Empiricist and Rationalist Views

In the 17th and 18th centuries the great debate between rationalism
and empiricism took place.
central to this debate.

The acquisition and use of language were

Prior to the 1800's, language study centered

around the recognition of language similarities and the study of parent
languages and their offshoots.

At this time it was believed that
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language was produced according to regular laws.

However, it was the

end of the 18th century before any empirical studies were made of children learning language (Dale, 1976).

These studies consisted of a

series of diaries of infant behavior.

Often these diaries were written

by parents carefully observing their own children.

According to tradition there have been two views regarding the
human being's language ability.

The empirist position, based on the

thinking of John Locke, sees people acquiring language entirely from
experience.

There are general learning principles assumed to be the

same in many organisms.
guage.

No special ability is acknowledged for lan-

There are only general abilities to learn.

The opposite view, the rationalist position, holds that much of
the structure of language is innately specified.

Experience activates

this structure and turns it into linguistic competence (Chomsky, 1968).
The capacity for language is strong and specific.

This capacity is

species-specific because it is believed that only humans use language,
and it is species-uniform since all humans develop and use language.

Saussure

The Swiss linguist, Ferdinand de Saussure, is considered to be the
"father of modern linguistics" (Southworth and Daswani, 1974).

Saussure

proposed a distinction between Za Zangue (the set of patterns or underlying structure shared by all speakers of a language) and Za parole
(the act of speech).

He considered Za Zangue the only true subject of

the science of linguistics and Za parole a subordinate subject concerned
with measurement of observed phenomena.

Many linguists adopted
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Saussure's view and thought of Za Zangue as deposited more or less the
same in each individual; thus, it was independent of the individual
speaker and could be studied apart from the person.

This abstraction

led to the study of "ideal samples of the ideal language system"
(Southworth and Daswani, 1974).

Behaviorism

The study of language has been greatly influenced by the prevailing
climate in psychology, especially during the 1920's when the behaviorism
of Watson was at its peak (see Chapter II for discussion of the history
of the study of values).

Linguists led by Bloomfield established the

American Structuralist school.

They viewed human bodies as sophisti-

cated machines and believed that behaviors could only be explained in
terms of the body itself.

Bloomfield was so influential that any form

of mentalism in linguistics was unthinkable.

He managed to further

divorce meaning and culture from linguistic analysis.
In this way linguistic science in America was dominated by the
"taxonomic" or behaviorist grammarians between 1930 and 1955 (Fodor,
Bever and Garrett, 1974).

Often the data they gathered consisted

solely of observations of actual speech which were manipulated according to techniques of classification.

This resulted in a grammar con-

sisting of a hierarchy of descriptive levels each containing classes
of objects at the next lower level.

The taxonomic grammarians proposed

levels corresponding to sounds, words, and phrases.

For example, the

level "words" might contain classes such as "nouns," "verbs," "adjectives," and so on.
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Principles of sequential order and class formation determined the
structure of language.

Thus, the taxonomic grammarian was in line with

the psychologists who adhered to the theory of C. L. Hull who held to
the principles of association in explaining order in behavior (Fodor,
Bever, and Garrett, 1974).

However, taxonomic grammar and Hullean

psychology failed to account for the structure of natural languages
and the psychology of the speaker.

Association did not provide an

adequate explanation for the elaborate system of grammatical relations.

The concepts of habit and reinforcement did not explain the productivity
that was evident in speech.

Yet this era marks the first attempt to

account for a species-specific behavior through the principles of

a

learning theory (Fodor, Bever, and Garrett, 1974).

Systematic Grammars

During the 1940's and 1950's the emphasis began to shift away from
Bloomfield's taxonomic phonemics toward a systematic phonology.

Noam

Chomsky serves as the marker for the phase of recent linguistic history
based on rationalism.

Chomsky (1957) proposes an innate general theory of grammar as a
property of the mind--a universal grammar.

The language learner, then,

is not faced with the creation of an abstract and intricate theory
about the language from "degenerate" or incomplete data.

Instead, the

learner finds the best fit between the data and the innate grammars
existing in the mind (Chomsky, 1968).

An innate propensity for all humans to learn a language implies
that a linguist should look for features common to all human languages.
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Indeed, even though the study of language universals is in its infancy,
support for underlying commonalities seems to be growing.

An example

of a shared rule, or substantive universal, is that nouns and verbs are
found in all languages (Dale, 1976).

Among the similarities in form,

or formal universals, is the distinction between the surface structure
and a more abstract deep structure, the hierarchial nature of the deep
structure, and the possibility of asking questions, expressing negation,
and giving commands (Bloom, 1970; Dale, 1976; Houston, 1972; Wasow,
1973).

Descriptive Grammar

When one hears the word "grammar," often the first thing that comes
to mind is prescriptive grammar.

Prescriptive grammar is something we

all had to study concerning how we "ought" to speak and write.
what I have in mind here is descriptive grammar.

However,

Descriptive grammar is

an attempt to describe the knowledge a person must have in order to
speak and understand a language.

Grammatical and ungrammatical sen-

tences make up the raw data for the linguist; they are not the result
of the linguist's study (Dale, 1976).

How is it possible that a person can conceive and speak a sentence
never heard before?

How is it that we can understand it?

Linguists

believe that speaking and understanding a language is possible because
of the formation of the psychological equivalent of a system of rules.

The word "rules," like "grammar" quickly brings to mind the prescriptive, restrictive meaning, and that meaning is not intended here.

Perhaps it would be useful to think of a system of rules as a set of
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patterns, or hypotheses or theories (Slobin, 1974).

As a theory about

a language, a grammar should be able to predict all the grammatical
sentences of the language.

Prediction is especially important because

of a remarkable property of language--its productivity.

Through the

use of a few dozen phonemes, a few thousand morphemes, and a set of
rules for combination and order, an infinite number of grammatical
sentences can be constructed and understood (Bock, 1974).
It is extremely important to think of the psychological equivalents

to systems of rules as being creative, not punitive, and freeing while
being determining.

These rules are not written down somewhere.

In

fact, no one has yet been able to write down all the rules for speaking
English or any language (Slobin, 1974).

Yet all of us speakers of

English behave as if we know the rules (Ervin-Tripp in Slobin, 1974).

This idea of behaving as if we know the rules is fundamental to my
theory.

Anthropologists think of a culture as another set of rules that
the members must learn in order to function in their culture (Bock,
1974).

While in some cases rules may be written as with our laws and

legal codes, most of the rules that children must learn about how to
behave are implicit.

It is my theory that a person's value system

could be described as a psychological equivalent of a set of rules,
or a system of hypotheses or theories about how to behave.

By examining

linguistic theory concerning language acquisition and studies of young
children during their language learning, I intend to show why I believe
the acquisition of a value system is comparable.
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Contents of a Descriptive Grammar

When a linguist writes a grammar, what standard should be used?
Chomsky (1965) suggests that a "good" grammar:
1.

Assigns to a sentence a structural description from which
can be derived a semantic interpretation. In other words,
gives enough information about the structure of a sentence
to give it meaning.

2.

Provides a list of permissible morphemes. Morphemes represent the smallest unit of meaning.
"Flower" is one morpheme
and "flowers" two morphemes. The "-s" is the token of the
plural morpheme.

3.

Assigns the hierarchial order to the morphemes.
are combined on several levels.
For example,

Morphemes

the old man saw the small boy
the old man
the

saw the small boy

old man
old

saw

the small boy

man

the

small boy
small

oy

The small boy is made up of the, small, and boy and is part
of the next level, saw the small boy.
Hierarchial order prevents ambiguity.

For example, the phrase

little girl's bike
little

girl's bike

could mean a girl's bike that is little, or

little girl's bike
little girl's

bike

that the bike belongs to a little girl.
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The establishment of a hierarchial order is also known as
the "deep structure."
4.

Assigns the proper sequential order to morphemes. Transforms
the deep structure or hierarchial order to a form demanded
by the specific language. The proper sequential order is
referred to as the "surface structure."

5.

Assigns a proper phonetic shape to sentences. Turns the
string of morphemes into a string of sounds recognized and
understood by speakers of a language.

Thinking along these lines, what might a "good grammar of values
do?
1.

Assign to a behavior a structural description to allow an
understanding of its meaning.

2.

Provide a list of elementary or basic permissible Plans.

3.

Assign a hierarchial order to the strategies for operating
in the world.

4.

Assign the proper sequential order to the strategies and
tactics of Plans to facilitate the person's Intentions.

5.

Assign the necessary bodily movement to carry out one's
Plans.

The grammar of a language implies a built-in test for "Sentencehood."

The grammar of values implies a built-in test for appropriate-

ness of behavior or "human-ness."

Chomsky's Model of Language Acquisition

The Components of Chomsky's Model

In order to address the issue of language acquisition and development in children, the end point of development--the adult language- should be in mind.

Then we may ask questions such as "What does the

child have to learn?" and "How does a child's language at any stage
compare to adult language?"
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Chomsky believes the fundamental empirical problem of linguistics
is the reconciling of the apparent incompatibility of two facts:

(1)

natural languages are extremely complex structurally, and (2) all

normal children master their native language in a remarkably short
time (cited in Wasow, 1973).

Chomsky proposes innate language learning mechanisms.

This prem-

ise grew from the observation that normal children acquire the language
to which they are exposed.

Chomsky suggests there must be many features

common to all natural languages.

Therefore, what a child must learn

are the properties of the native language which distinguish it from
others (Wasow, 1973); the features common to all languages are innately
known.

The search

for the common features--or universals--occupies a

prominent place in linguistic research at the present time.

While

there is much disagreement about what knowledge or capacity is actually
innate (Houston, 1972; Lenneberg, 1972; Slobin, 1974), the existence of
some basic Language Acquisition Device (LAD) is generally accepted
(Houston, 1972).

The Chomskian model distinguishes between competence and performance:

Competence

underlying knowledge
system of rules
can only be inferred

Performance
actual speech
can be observed,
recorded, measured

Competence refers to the underlying knowledge a person has about a
language, such as grammaticalness, sentence relations, and so on.
Generally a person cannot state the rules or underlying knowledge of
the language yet behaves as though knowing them.

Linguistic competence
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is an example of tacit knowledge (Dale, 1976).

The linguist infers the

rules from the performance or the actual speech of a person.
ance, then, is the observable behavior.

Perform-

Throughout this thesis the

term "competence" is used in congruence with the linguistic definition.

Linguistic competence is the person's knowledge of the grammar of the
language.

In this thesis, then, competence always refers to the under-

lying, personally created systems of rules or hypotheses a person uses
to guide behavior.

Competence, then, contrasts with the current use

of "competency" in educational circles.

Competency is generally used

to mean the demonstrated attainment of a state of being functionally
adequate or of having sufficient knowledge, skill, strength in some
specified area.

In this respect competency is similar to the linguistic

definition of performance in that it is an observed behavior.
In actually speaking many things are involved besides the knowledge of the language.
of a sentence.

Memory span may limit the complexity or length

Fatigue, drugs, loss or switch of attention, strong

emotional feelings may all cause a person's performance to vary from
the underlying competence.

Even more important to performance are

the societal factors which determine such things as who speaks, under
what circumstances, about which topics, and so on.
I believe this same kind of distinction could be made for value
systems.
tence.

A "grammar of values" could represent the underlying compePerformance or behavior would refer to the actual observable

behavior subject to the same sorts of psychological and sociological
variables to which language performance is subject.

By careful,

detailed observations, and when appropriate, by checking the intuition
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of native speakers, linguists can set down what is believed to be a set
of rules--a grammar--for a language, or at least for the individual
speaker.

I believe that this same kind of observation and intuition

checking could result in a written grammar of a system of values.
It is readily apparent that the idea of rules and rule-governed

behavior is important to Chomsky's theory of the organization of
language in the mind of the speaker.

This system of rules makes up

the person's grammar or theory about the language.
Chomsky proposes that language competence

is composed of three

components (Figure 4):

Syntactic
Component

Semantic
Component

Phonological
Component

Figure 4.

Components of language competence.

The syntactic component contains the grammar or set of rules, and the
lexicon or list of morphemes permitted in the language.

The semantic

component assigns meaning to the morphemes and the structure resulting
from the syntactic component.

The phonological component assigns the

phonetic representation to the string of morphemes.

Each component

should be thought of in terms of a process, not as "things."

The

results of each process can be thought of as outputs from each component
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and can be represented as shown in Figure 5.

Semantic Component

Syntactic Component
grammar
lexicon

semantic interpretation
meaning of sentence

(string of morphemes
in a particular order
(I

Phonological Component

--->

Competence

Figure 5.

/

speech)

Performance

Output of language competence components.

Chomsky noted a need for two levels of analysis.

While the two senten-

ces

John is easy to please.
John is eager to please.

are identical in surface form, the native speaker recognizes an underlying difference in meaning.

Therefore Chomsky proposes a surface

structure and an underlying, more abstract "deep" structure.

The

syntactic component is differentiated to accommodate these levels as
shown in Figure 6.

This model, proposed by Chomsky in 1957, was called

the Interpretive Semantic Model and was the dominant theory until 1965.
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Syntactic Component

Base

Lexicon

v
Deep Structure)

to Semantic Component

I

Transformation Rules

(:Surface Structur)

to Phonological Component

Figure 6. Syntactic component.

The purpose of the base is to provide the rules for establishing
the hierarchial structure and defining the relationships among the
elements of the sentence.

The lexicon provides the list of words and

morphemes upon which the person can draw for the elements.

The output

of the base is known as the deep structure.
It is important at this point to state that the deep structure is

a "convenient fiction" to help explain what goes on in people's heads
when they speak.

Chomsky believes that the deep structure exists in

some fashion universally for all people and all languages, and there
is growing evidence for the psychological reality of a deep structure
(Bloom, 1970, 1974; Bowerman, 1974; Brown, 1973; Wasow, 1973).
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At this point Chomsky believes that the deep structure information
is fed into the semantic component whose output is the semantic interpretation.

Critics of Chomsky, especially Charles Fillmore (1968) who

proposes a Generative Semantic Model, insist that there be a better
description of the actual creation of language expression.

Fillmore

sees the syntactic and semantic components as the same thing with the
semantic interpretation as input to the Syntactic/Semantic Component.
Fillmore's model is also known as Case Grammar and the fundamental

change he proposes in the model has to do with the make up of the Base
(see Figure 7).

(semantic

interpretation)

Syntactic/Semantic Component
Base

S=M+P

(deep structure)

Transformational Rules

Structur;)
(Surface
4

Figure 7.

Fillmore's Generative Semantic Model
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Fillmore's Base specifies that a sentence (S) is made up of a
modality (M) and a proposition (P) (focusing even more directly on the
function and expression of relationships).

The modality aspect of the

sentence includes tense and auxiliaries such as "can," and the possibilities of negation and question.

The proposition of the sentence is

made up of a verb and one or more Case relationships.

Possible cases

include agent (the animate instigator of action), instrument (the
inanimate force or object causally involved in action), objective
(something extrinsically affected by the verb), among others.
case is later converted to a noun phrase.

Each

The rest of Fillmore's

model is similar to Chomsky's Interpretive Semantic Model.

Through the application of the transformational rules, the morphemes are rearranged to take on the sequential order appropriate to
the particular language.

There is no language in which the sequence

of morphemes is totally random.

For example, the word order in English

is changed slightly when asking a question instead of making a statement.

The transformations in each language tend to be unique to that

language (Dale, 1976), and consequently are among the things a child
must learn about the native language.

After applying this intermediate process between the deep and
surface structures, the resulting string of morphemes is known as the
surface structure.

The surface structure would look like what we are

accustomed to hearing.
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Distinction Between Deep and Surface Structures

A very important distinction should be noted here between the
origins of the content of the Base and the content of the Transformational Rules.

The processes going on and the structures being created

in the Base belong to the individual who, to some degree, is innately
endowed with the ability to form these structures (Chomsky, 1957, 1965;
Slobin, 1974).

In contrast the Transformational Rules are created by

society and are an outgrowth of the social function of language.

The

Transformational Rules represent the tacit agreement of a group of
people that morphemes, or the bits of meaning, will be put together in
a particular and systematic way.

Therefore, the linguistic model specifies operation on two levels.

On one level the individual's utilization of capacities--innate to
whatever degree--is the unique creation of the Base structure.

On the

other level is the set of socially determined transformational rules
which allow people to understand each other's utterances.
This two-level feature of the linguistic model is extremely important to my theory of values acquisition.

I propose that a model of

values acquisition will need to account for a Base structure or an
underlying set of rules for organization and classification of functions

and relations, and a system for transformation to a structure which
reflects the agreement within a group of people as to what constitutes
the view of life they wish to perpetuate.

Thus, a value system, as

well as a language, is the result of a unique, personal organization
and meaning as well as a cultural organization or set of rules.
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The surface structure of the linguistic model is next subjected
to the processes which make up the phonological component.

Here the

sequence of morphemes is assigned appropriate sounds including any
The output,

necessary adjustments due to morpheme combinations.
finally, is the actual speech.

This acoustic event is the only part

of the model which can be directly observed and from which the competence part of the model must be inferred.
The value system undergoes similar processes.

The values are used

in the selection of action units (TOTEs) and their sequential arrangement to form Plans.

Finally, the Plans are carried out and the result-

ing behavior is all that can be directly observed.

A person's under-

lying structure of values represents the competence part of the model
which must be inferred.

With this brief overview of Chomsky's model of what goes on in
the mind of the adult speaker, we can return to the questions,"What
does the child have to learn?" and "How does a child's language at any
stage compare to adult language?"

Recent Studies in Language Learning

Chomsky's theory, then, says that children must learn the actual

transformations of their language, but do not need to learn the universal features of the deep structure.
this theory:

Two major predictions follow from

(1) young children, having not yet learned the transforma-

tions, will use a structure free of transformations; and (2) the early
speech of all children will be very similar in structure (Dale, 1976).
The evidence currently available' tends to be in agreement with these
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predictions.

Transformations are generally absent in the children's

earliest syntactic construction.

Regardless of whether transformational

grammar or case grammar is used to describe the first stages of language

learning, they are remarkably similar.

Few structures are used at

first and all children tend to follow a regular pattern in extending
and elaborating structures (Brown, Cazden, and Bellugi, 1969; Dale,
1976).

Deaf children have been found to develop language structures

in much the same order as hearing children (Bellugi and Klima, 1972;
Schlesinger and Meadow, 1972).

Bloom's Studies

The first person to attempt to write a grammar which distinguishes
between deep and surface structure in child language was Lois Bloom.

As soon as the children in her study began combining two or more words,
Bloom (1970) found she could write a grammar for each child's utterances.

Any transformational grammar should account for the possibility of
several meanings for a two-word utterance.

In other words, a two-word

utterance such as "Daddy book," could mean "That is Daddy's book,"
"Daddy, read me the book," and so on.

Bloom's transformational grammars

show such differences in meaning.

While the grammars are different for each child, all are compatible
with the adult grammar.

It is clear from her study that each of the

children went about the task of learning their native language in a
unique and personal way.

For example, one of the children, Eric,

appeared to learn a set of single items and then develop strategies
for their syntactic and semantic combinations.

While Katherine, on the
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other hand, appeared to learn syntactic function before learning the
semantics of some forms.

Bowerman (1973) and Brown (1973) both use an alternative approach
in their studies by describing early child language through case gram-

Brown attempts to write a case grammar appropriate for the devel-

mar.

opmental stage marked by the beginning of multi-word utterances.

Case

grammar has an advantage of seeming to be reasonable and simple and
to use concepts appropriate to child language.
it is semantically based.

This is probably because

Children seem to express concepts similar to

agentive, experiencer, locative, and so on (Dale, 1976).
little is known about the concepts of children.

However, very

They may very likely

be different from adult concepts.

Other studies which strongly support Chomsky's theory of language
acquisition focus on the biological determinants of language behavior.
Lenneberg (1972) found language development closely tied to general

cognitive growth, yet even very handicapped children do develop language
and in much the same order as normal children.

Especially interesting

are the data from studies of the biological aspect of language learning
which indicate that changes occur in the brain during the early teen
years that greatly alter the propensity for language learning ( Lenneberg,
1972).

Therefore, as teenagers, those children who have passed through

the language learning states at a slower rate cease development at

a

lesser stage than children who progress at the more usual rate.

The question of what must be learned to develop a language becomes
of broader interest at this point.

Questions concerning the develop-

ment of the brain itself enter in.

Much needs to be learned about
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lateralization of the brain (see "split-brain" research, Gazzaniga,

1967; Rose, 1973; Sperry, 1976; Trotter, 1976), and the functioning of
the brain in children before lateralization is complete.

Questions

arise concerning the nature of the innate structures, strategies, or
capacities and their influence over other areas of human organizing.

Particularly important here are the recurring questions which link
general cognitive growth with the development of a first language and
their reciprocal influence.

Studies of Language Learning which Focus
On General Cognitive Development

Many studies in child development have their theoretical foundations in the works of two psychologists.

The most well-known is the

Swiss psychologist, Jean Piaget, who began his studies of children in
the early 1920's.

The other is the Russian psychologist, Lev Vygotsky.

Vygotsky knew of Piaget's work and carried on many similar investigations in the 1930's.

However, a good translation of his work in English

was not available until 1962.

Piaget

Piaget has spent more than half a century studying children,
especially their cognitive development.

The original edition of The

Language and Thought of the ChiZd was published in 1923 and was the
result of months of observation of children talking to each other in
a natural setting.

Piaget believes the linguistic base structures

are derived by the child directly or identically with non-verbal base
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structures.

Piaget views the traditional concept of learning as passive

and receptive and prefers the concept he calls equilibration (see
Flavell, 1963; Furth, 1969).

Equilibration leads to generalizable forms

which can be applied to a variety of specific contents (Moerk, 1975).

Therefore, structures formed through equilibration are not "learned" but
constructed by the child who has the capacity to integrate new input
with the created structures.

More recently, Piaget (1970) suggests that the importance of
transformations lies in the child's ability to use them in two directions.

The child uses transformations not only as proposed in the

linguistic model to go from the deep structure to the surface structure,
but also from the variable surface structures to more stable base
structures.

Once these base structures are established the child can

use them to produce an infinite series of acts (Moerk, 1975).

Piaget

believes that these stable base structures are very likely universal in
nature and include schemes for activities such as abstracting and
classifying.

It is precisely this establishment of universal base

structures concerning the abstracting and classifying of Plans for
behaving that I believe underlies each individual's system of values.

Vygotsky

Lev Vygotsky being familiar with the early work of Piaget, centers
many of his studies around similar ideas.

Vygotsky (1962) believes

that while speech cannot be discovered without thinking, the development

of thought is determined by language.

In fact, Vygotsky views language

as social thought and is particularly interested in the role of language
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in the sociocultural experience of the child.

Consequently, much of

Vygotsky's work focuses on the role of language in concept formation.

Concept formation is seen as a creative rather than mechanical process
and always the result of the need to solve a problem.

Several of

Vygotsky's findings in his work with young children are important to
my theory of values acquisition.

For example, Vygotsky found that

without the influence of familiar words of the native language children
are able to develop word meanings and pre-concept groupings based on
their own preferences.

The role of prediction was found to be impor-

tant in the behavior of very young, even preverbal children when it was
shown that they expect similar situations to lead to identical outcomes.
Finally, Vygotsky believes that children are aware of differences before
they are aware of likenesses.

He thinks that the identification of

likenesses requires the cognitive ability to generalize while the
identification of differences does not.
I have included these extremely brief acknowledgements of the

important works of Piaget and Vygotsky in order to point up the transcultural scope and general acceptance of the theory of some type of
universal base structures, not only in language learning, but in general
cognitive development as well.

Further Work in Language and General Cognitive Development

Melissa Bowerman (1974) explains the recent interest in the cognitive foundations of language by the "discovery" of Piaget by the developmental psycholinguists.

Piaget in his theory of developmental stages

says that during the child's first two years very general cognitive
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structures are established which are composed of systems of action
Further, Sinclair-de Zwart (1971) believes

(Sinclair-de Zwart, 1973).

that certain abilities children achieve by the end of Piaget's sensorimotor period (about two years old) are similar to Chomskian deep structures:

Piaget

Chomsky

-ordering spatially and
temporally

-concatenation of deep
structure

-classify action by wholes

-noun phrase, verb phrase

-embedded action patterns

-recursive rules for sentence
embedding

-apprehend relations between
objects and actions

-basic grammatical relations

Greenfield, Nelson, and Saltzman (1972) found that young children
(11 months to 36 months) used three distinct strategies for constructions using seriated or nested cups.
pair one cup with another.
or on another cup.

Strategy 1

involved one move to

Strategy 2 involved two or more cups put in

Strategy 3 was used when a previously constructed

structure of two or more cups was moved as a unit and placed in or on
another cup or structure.

These strategies appear to be formally

similar to grammatical structures and in both cases develop in the
same order (Bowerman, 1974).

Strategy 1 is equivalent to an actor-

action-acted upon structure, or a subject-verb-object relationship.
Strategy 2 is equivalent to multiple actor-action-acted upon sequences.

While in Strategy 3 the first acted upon cup becomes the actor in
relation to the third cup.

Children use the conjunction "and" to join

two sentences before they use relative clauses as a regular feature in
their speaking.
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Both Sinclair-de Zwart and Greenfield

et al. emphasize action rather

than perception as the source for interpretive strategies.

"A known

action pattern could provide a strategy for decoding a linguistic
description of that action" (Greenfield et al. 1972, p. 308).

Bowerman

(1974) sees strategies for acquiring word meanings being based primarily

on the way in which the child's organization of perceptual input is
built up rather than on the final characteristics of the organization
itself.

In order to summarize this discussion of the inter-relatedness of
language learning and general cognitive development, I refer to Bowerman's (1974) postulate that "language is deeply rooted in more general
cognitive abilities and from its corollary that an adequate explanation
of language acquisition must take into account the development of
relevant cognitive structures and processes in the child" (p. 191-192).
She derived three important hypotheses from this theory:
1.

The hypothesis that language is only one manifestation
of a very general ability to represent or symbolize
experiences which may not be perceptually present.

2.

The hypothesis that for given linguistic structures or
operations there are analogous or formally equivalent
nonlinguistic structures and operations, and that it
is the achievement of the more general cognitive skills
which makes acquisition of those aspects of language
possible.

3.

The hypothesis that children use consistent or rulegoverned strategies in processing language to arrive
at the relationship between meanings and the linguistic
structures by which meanings are expressed, and that
these strategies may in many instances derive from the
child's nonlinguistic interactions with and understanding
of the world. (p. 192)
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It is my intent now to restate Bowerman's hypotheses to illustrate
what I believe is the place of a value system in relation to general
cognitive development.
1.

A value system is only one manifestation of a very general
ability to represent or symbolize relational and functional
experiences which may not be perceptually present.

2.

A value system is analogous or formally equivalent to
linguistic and other nonlinguistic structures and
operations, and that it is the achievement of the more
general cognitive skills which makes acquisition of a
value system possible.

3.

Values are consistent or rule-governed strategies to
arrive at the relationship between meanings and Plans by
which meanings are expressed, and that these strategies
derive from the child's linguistic and nonlinguistic
interactions with and understanding of the world.

Before proposing the components of my values acquisition model,

I

wish to present one more important theory which is in keeping with my
proposal in the Introduction to Chapter I where I attempted to focus on
the dynamic qualities of human organizing.

Many authors have under-

scored the evidence establishing that a child's knowledge is derived
from experience in the world and the basis of the experience is action,
change, and the relations between objects and action (Gearhardt, 1973;
Lenneberg, 1972; Moerk, 1975; Piaget, 1955).

The theory that is

especially helpful in focusing on the dynamics of internalizing and
organizing experience is proposed by Katherine Nelson.

Nelson's Model

Nelson (1974) proposes a model for the formation of concepts and
the child's subsequent translation of the concepts into words.

I am

particularly interested in her ideas about the process before the
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naming of a concept, or, in other words, its pre-verbal state.

To begin with, Nelson takes issue with the abstraction theory of
concept formation.

Abstraction theory presupposes what it is meant to

That is to say in order to pick out common elements and group

explain.

Her

them as common, a child must have already defined the concept.

second objection to abstraction theory is that it does not allow for
association of a variety of different elements with an arbitrary
response.

Nelson (1974) draws on Piaget's theory of sensorimotor schemes for
the foundation of her model through Piaget's principles of similarity:
"Those things are similar that can be acted upon in the same way" (p.

She combines Piaget's notion of the importance of action in

274).

concept formation with the work of Ernst Cassirer (1953).

He proposes

that the essence of a concept has to do with function rather than a
set of common elements.

Nelson considers three levels essential in concept formation:
1.

2.
3.

concepts
instances
attributes (p. 275)

She sees concepts at a synthesizing level and attributes at an analyzing

level which makes both of these levels the child's cognitive constructions.

Instances are the only perceptual wholes experienced by the

child.

Nelson does not see analysis as a prerequisite to the synthesis

of concepts.

She believes that first there occurs a categorizing based

on principles of functional or dynamic relations followed by the inclusion of other whole elements that enter the same set of relations.

Finally, common attributes within the concept are identified and
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abstracted.

For example, if a new object, say a ball, should become

the center of interaction between a child and mother, Nelson suggests
the emergence of the following (p. 277):

Balls ----±

In living room, porch
Mother throws, picks up, holds
I throw, pick up, hold
Rolls, bounces
On floor, under couch

Note the emerging concept includes relations to self, to others, to
places, actions and effects of actions, and exists out of the first and
single focal experience with, in this case, a ball.

I would hypothe-

size that at the same time a concept of a Plan for operating on or with
a ball is also being formed.

The Plan might include tactics for grasp-

ing and throwing, and strategies for aiming and hitting.

The beginning

of a value is here, too, in the appropriateness of location, actors,
and so on.

In addition contributions are being made to the central

constructs of the self through the child's feelings of having participated in the interaction.

Additional experience will allow synthesis to take place.

Perhaps

the function of the ball, rolling and bouncing, stays the same but the
location or actors change.

Nelson suggests the following scheme at

this point (p. 277):

BALL1,2...

Location of activity: living room,
porch, playground
Actor: Mother, I, boy
Action: throw, pick up, hold, catch
Movement of ball: roll, bounce
Location of object: on floor, under
couch, under fence....
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At this point, because of limited memory storage and the inability to
deal with many oppositions (see Miller, 1956), those relations which
are not defining can be dropped or the specific information can become
more general and abstract.

Even the most central relations in a concept emerge from the
child's unique experience and yet there will be uniformity among
children's concepts due to the constraints on appearances and uses
of the things and people in our world.
Initially the relations leading to the formation of a concept are
variable over time.

In order to recognize possible new members of the

concept, the child must be able to analyze the whole object or event
into its relevant attributes.

In this analyzing process, the child can

drop attributes which are irrelevant to generalizing the category or
concept and yet retain any features which help distinguish between
instances in the same category or concept.

In other words the child

must retain the attributes which allow the identification of a single
object or action.

Thus a concept contains functional and relational

information as well as perceptual and descriptive information.
At this point the naming of a concept may occur.

Labeling of a

concept marks an important movement toward the child's being able to
detach the concept from its original relationships and use it in relation with independently defined concepts (Nelson, 1974).

It is my

feeling, however, that the vast majority of concepts and basic action
units (TOTEs) remain unlabeled.

This implies that much of a child's

knowledge about how to behave in the world is not verbally accessible.

Perhaps in early action or relation concepts only the movement
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itself is conceptualized.

In a word used to name and identify a

function, the actors and objects involved in the function may act
merely as a ground.

An example might be the child's use of the word

"up," where the central meaning is Vertical Movement.

The concept

may contain no other specific information such as the actors, places,
or so on.

Due to this conceptual simplicity, authors(see Chafe, 1970;

Schank, 1972) tend to agree that verbs may be central to the process
of forming sentences.

This is in keeping with Fillmore's case grammar.

One final point Nelson (1974) makes concerning concept formation
and naming deals with redundancy.

She believes that as the child

consolidates basic concepts, the central defining function will be
implicit in the concept itself and therefore will not be expressed in
the child's sentences (p. 282-283).

However, optional relationships,

perhaps actors or locations such as in the concept BALL, will be expressed.

Further, only those attributes which distinguish between

instances of a concept, not those attributes which identify concept
membership, will be expressed.

A child may say "The blue ball" but

not "The round ball"or "The green car" but not "The wheeled car"
(p. 283).

Therefore, words used to identify objects or relations

probably do not express the underlying functional origins of the
concepts.

This idea of not expressing what is redundant seems to

offer additional explanation for the expression of values in terms
of nouns and adjectives.

Consequently, values are spoken of in terms

of end-states of being or things to attain or acquire.
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The Personal Component

The preceding part of this chapter has hopefully set down a
foundation for understanding of the current theories and studies about
one specific area of human behavior--the acquiring and using of a first
language.

In agreement with Bruner (1968), Piaget (1970), Greenfield

et al. (1972), and others, I propose that there are similarities to be

found between the acquisition of language and the acquisition of other
systems of organization.

In particular,

I

see a parallel in the acqui-

sition of a value system.

As an analog to Chomsky's Syntactic Component, I propose a Personal Component in the acquisition of a value system.

Contained in

this Personal Component is a Base made up of rules for the hierarchial
formation and organization of constructs as shown in Figure 8.

The

rules of the Personal Component are, to some as yet undetermined
degree, innate.

The human capacity for categorization and classifi-

cation is accepted as universal (Bock, 1974; Lenneberg, 1972).

Personal Component
Base
(Provides for creation of:
Images

Plans

(P"experienced reality"
erceptions, sensation)

Personal Construction
System

/

Figure 8.

The Personal Component and its output.
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The input to the Personal Component is the person's "experienced
reality"

(Lee, 1959a) or what is perceived through the various senses.

Among the most salient features of the physical world is motion or
change and, therefore, the relations involved are of primary importance
as they provide the very basis for all the constructs.

The task of the

Personal Component is to organize the incoming sensations and perceptions into a hierarchial system much on the order of Kelly's (1955)
system of personal constructs and Miller, Galanter, and Pribram's (1960)
Plans.

The content of the resulting structure is unique in each person.

The purpose of this construction system, according to Kelly (1955) is
to permit the individual to predict the things and events of the world
with a fairly high degree of accuracy.

Predicting done in accordance

with the organizing structure would lead to the formation of hypotheses
which would be subsequently tested.

Ideas like this have brought forth

theories which suggest that "learning" takes place when the child makes
and recognizes errors and readjusts the hypotheses as required instead
of when the child is correct.

The output of the Personal Component is the Personal Construction
System.

These constructs pertain to an individual's schemes of Images

and of Plans and to the categorizing, organizing, conceptualizing
activities of cognition.

The underlying bases of the emerging value

system are being formed at this point.
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Summary

Theories concerning the acquisition and use of language were
greatly influenced by behaviorist psychology until 1957 when Chomsky
proposed the existence of an innate universal grammar and a propensity
to learn a language.

He describes the child's acquisition of language

in terms of three components:

(1) the Syntactic Component which

includes the processes of hierarchial and sequential arranging of
morphemes; (2) the Semantic Component which interprets the meaning of
morphemes; (3) the Phonological Component which assigns the sounds to
the string of morphemes.

Chomsky further distinguishes between deep

structures and surface structures.

Deep structures are created by the

individual and establish the hierarchical order. The surface structure,

by contrast, is the agreed upon sequential order of morphemes in a
particular language.

Studies based on Chomsky's theories include those by Bloom who
wrote transformational grammars for children's multi-word utterances.
Brown and Bowerman wrote case grammars for young children's speech.

Additional language acquisition studies incorporated theories of Piaget
and Vygotsky.

Studies by Bowerman, Sinclair-de Zwart, and Greenfield

et al. emphasize the relationship between the developing cognitive
structures and the acquisition of language.

Nelson's model firmly

roots the formation of concepts in dynamic and functional relations.

As an analog to Chomsky's Syntactic Component, I propose the
Personal Component of the Values Acquisition Model.

In the Personal

Component an individual organizes the "experienced reality" into
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constructs of Images and Plans.
structs as a part of the Images.

The constructs include 'self' con-

These structures form the output of

the Personal Component--and are called the Personal Construction System.

In my theory it is important to view the Personal Construction

System as a unique and personal creation of each individual.

Until now I have been concerned with what goes on in terms of
the individual.

The acquisition of a value system, however, also

depends on a second, the Interaction, component of this model.

In

Chapter V I will address the importance of the culture and the child's

interaction with the rules of the society in the process of acquiring
a system of values.
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V.

THE ROLE OF SOCIETY IN THE ACQUISITION OF VALUES

Introduction

From the beginning a child is in interaction with other humans.
And these humans live in the company of other humans.

This group of

people, to the extent that they show membership in and the norms of
interaction of a particular society or subculture, tends to act or
behave in the same ways in similar circumstances.
of these ways of behaving are learned (Bock, 1974).

The vast majority
Every society has

a culture which provides a conventional set of ways of categorizing
experience and a set of fairly predictable ways of responding. In this

way society provides what it deems to be an ideal standard against
which the individual can evaluate behavior.

A culture can be thought

of, then, as a set of "rules" concerning the nature of the world and
how to operate in it.
In Chapter IV I proposed a theory about what happens from the

individual's point of view during the acquisition of a system of
constructs based on Chomsky's theory of language acquisition.

While

Chomsky's theory may give us substantial clues as to how a person
builds up a set of rules for speaking a language, it does not address
the question of why a person chooses to speak.

Likewise, my theory

of values acquisition has to this point dealt only with how a construction system is acquired by a person and not the "why" aspect of behavior

or how it becomes the value system that guides behavior.

In this

chapter I will discuss the relationship of a Personal Construction System to the society's set of cultural rules, the resulting interaction,
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the Interaction Component, and the formation of the Personal Value
System.

As Lee (1959b) and others have said, and as suggested by Chomsky's
language acquisition model in Chapter IV, we cannot know the underlying
systems of language or values directly, but we must infer them through
expressions in behavior.

The individual's behavior in interaction with

the society's culture will be the focus of this chapter.

Bock (1974) defines culture as "learned categories of experience
conventionally associated with learned plans of action" (p. 448).
Culture, then, is made up of both Images and Plans tacitly agreed upon

by a group of people about what the world is like and how to behave in
it.

This view of culture is vastly different than a view of culture

as a means for satisfying a list of needs (see Lee, 1959a).

Any list

of needs or drives or adjustive responses still focuses on the individual person and on isolating and analyzing behavior rather than seeing
a culture as an integrating totality. From the child's beginning the
building of a system of values is accomplished in the context of interaction with other humans.

One way of looking at this interaction is to examine possible ways
that structures which begin in individual persons become structures in
a society.

Kroeber and Kluckhohn (1972) state that the place of resi-

dence of anything cultural is in the individual and only through collective participation do individual habits become customs.

They go

on to say that each individual holds an idiosyncratic form of the
cultural values which the person has internalized.

This way of viewing

culture is similar to a view of language which asserts there is no one
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English language; rather each of us speaks an idiolect.
is a composite of idiolects.

Thus, English

Each speaker of English is unique in

several respects, such as pronunciation, vocabulary, or underlying
grammar.

Yet we agree on enough to understand each other.

It could

also be argued that there is no single American culture, but there is
enough agreement among us that we recognize when a behavior is not of
our culture.

Spranger (1928), in his writing about values, urges that values

always be considered part of a personal structure and that it is
impossible to separate values from experience.

In this way he under-

scores the need to study people in a cultural environment.

He believes

that the formation and preservation of life depends as much on cultural
forces as on nature.

Society and Culture

Introduction

In this section on Society and Culture I will discuss first the

function of cultural values and observations concerning how culture is
used.

Second, I will suggest the idea of rules for "transformation"

which allow the individual to participate in society and then to transform the variety of observed events into stable base structures and
in turn to integrate these into the system of constructs.
part of this section concerns the process of enculturation.

The third
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Nature and Function of Cultural Values

As suggested by Miller et al. (1960), cultural values may be
thought of as a set of Plans for behaving in a particular way and that
planning is an indispensable aspect of the human mind.

According to

Kroeber and Kluckhohn (1972) values or plans are the structural essence
of the culture.

Hartman (1967) believes that a value is an object of knowledge
like anything else and that there exists fundamental principles and
general laws underlying all valuing.

Rokeach (1960) also sees a value

system as a learned organization of rules for making choices and for
resolving conflicts between two or more modes of behavior.

sees values as capable of

Dewey (1939)

stating relations between things as means

and other things as consequences--or a relationship between a person's
Plans and the Predicted Images.

Further, Dewey sees values as rules

which are used as norms for judging the proposed behavior.
Bock's (1974) view of culture emphasizes the importance of categories in both the Images and Plans.
to communication.

Categories, he says, are essential

It is interesting to consider Bock's ideas of what

he calls the great paradox of culture--a parallel to a paradox of
language.

Culture, as language, frees people by binding them.

Culture

makes possible the interaction among members of a society and at the
same time excludes a person from participating in another culture.

In

other words, while a society's culture limits a member's view of the
world and how to behave in it, human interaction and communication are
not possible without some level of agreement between participants.
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This set of rules, then, or culture, can be said to influence
interpersonal behavior because every member of the society behaves as
if they know the rules.

These rules apply to the activities of single

individuals and to categories of persons, such as "women," "fathers,"

"politicians," "school children," and so on.

The purpose behind the

influence is to make certain that the behavior of all members is predictable to the extent that the society continues to function.
It has been suggested that the end goals of human societies are

very similar and that differences in societies center on the kinds of
alternatives that are deemed appropriate to acquire those end goals
(Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck, 1961).

Bock (1974) sees social structure

as supplying alternatives from which the individual can choose in
order to accomplish the person's purpose.

The person's knowledge of

the possible alternatives of behaving are as important to a person's

freedom to act as the greater knowledge of language gives a person
greater freedom to be precise and expressive.

At the same time the

social structure or cultural value system limits all the possible
alternatives to the "reasonable" choices.

No culture can provide precise rules to be applied in every possible situation for every human being.

Again, as in a system of rules

for a language, a system of rules for a culture is productive.

That

is, a finite number of Plans and Images is capable of generating an
infinite number of socially appropriate acts.

But, as Bock says, people don't just sit around categorizing and
planning--they act.

People interact, avoid, anticipate, make decisions.

People provide the use for the structures of the society and the
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language.

And like any set of rules, societal rules for behavior can

be violated.

In summary, a culture is a society's set of implicitly and expli-

citly understood and agreed upon rules for guiding the formation of
Every member of a

categories in the Images and for choosing Plans.

society behaves as though they know the rules even though they would
not be able to list them all.

The primary reason for the existence of

such a set of rules is to limit the possible choices of behavior and
allow people to interact with each other.

A scheme allowing a person to incorporate the rules of society
into the Personal Construction System is suggested in the next section.

Transformation Rules

Going back to Piaget's (1970) thinking about children using transformational rules in two directions (see Chapter IV), and Chomsky's
linguistic transformational rules, I wish to propose a universal ability
of human beings.

This universal ability consists of being able to

synthesize linguistic, kinesic, and contextual behavior of other humans

and organize this data in such a way as to integrate the information
with one's personal Plans.

Both purpose or intention and values, then,

are augmented by the interpersonal experience.

It is my theory that

children develop hypotheses about the behavior of other humans in order
to learn the social "code" much as it has been shown that they hypothesize about grammatical rules or linguistic codes.

Relevant to this conclusion is the writing of Kluckhohn and
Strodtbeck.

Kluckhohn and Strodtbect (1961) propose

that there is a
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limited number of common human problems and that all people must find
some solution to each of them.

They go on to propose that the alterna-

tive solutions are to be found in all societies, but that the particular

solution to a problem is differentially preferred.

Preferences for

solutions can often be rank-ordered in relatively clear-cut ways.
Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck single out five common problems crucial
to all human groups.

These include the character of innate human

nature, the relation of human beings to nature, the temporal focus

of human life, the modality of human activity, and the modality of a
person's relationship to other people.

One society may perceive

humans as good (innate human nature), in harmony with nature (relation
to nature), dealing in the present (temporal focus), doing (modality
of activity), and cooperative (interpersonal relationships).

Another

society may see people as basically evil, the masters over nature,

living in the past, "being" as a state of human activity, and base
their relationships on heredity and linear social structure.
Bock (1974) presents another view of universal human concerns.

He believes a society must deal with categories of kinds of people and
kinds of groups, a system of technology, and the beliefs and values.

The kinds of people in a society are reflected in the social roles
such as kinship, leadership, occupational roles, and so on.

The kinds

of groups in a society center around residential groups, kinship groups,
peer groups, racial and ethnic groups, and formal institutions.

Sys-

tems of technology deal with such things as harnessing energy, providing

food, making tools, and healing sickness.

Belief systems address

issues such as cosmology, authority, and property.

Value systems
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concern the processes of evaluation, morality, and esthetics.
In the event that all human societies face these common issues,

and all children learn their society's preferred methods of solving
them, it would seem to follow that all humans have the ability to
transform the behavior of the members of the society to stable base
structures and integrate them with their own general cognitive structures.

In the make-up of these general cognitive structures I believe

there are provisions for transforming the society's viewpoint leading
to some kind of adaptation to the individual's viewpoint.

The society is interested in perpetuating its solutions to human
problems and therefore, is interested that its members perform in
accordance with those preferences.

This is accomplished through the

process of enculturation.

Enculturation

A child is born into a system that already exists and into which
it must be assimilated if the society is to be sustained (Bridwhistell,
1970).

The child's behavior must become predictable to a degree or

special treatment will result.

This special treatment may range from

death, to institutionalization, deification, or incarceration.

Soci-

ety's ultimate goal is to make the individual's behavior predictable
enough so that society can go about its business.

The society's rules for behavior at childbirth are an example of
the function of a culture.

Even at this early age patterns of behavior

are being established which indicate expectations for later behavior

as the child grows to be an adult.

A child's earliest experiences in
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the world result from the interactions with people interested in preserving their society's view of the right way to care for children.

In

some societies the newborn is placed in ice-cold water--perhaps to
"harden" it to future discomfort (Bock, 1974).

It is a ritual in

another society to bath the baby twice a day during its first year in
very hot water in order that the baby will grow up healthy and wellbuild (Bock, 1974).
Intent.

Deep within any cultural rule

tion or intent.

lies the idea of expecta-

This is especially easy to see in the cultural prac-

tices in the bathing example.

If it is intended the person be a member

of society that is group-oriented, more passive, and more sensitive to
nonverbal communicating, those patterns of behavior are learned from
the beginning.

If the outcome is intended to be an individually-

oriented, assertive person who relies on verbal communication while
maintaining physical separateness, different patterns will be learned.
In fact, the Japanese mother seems to soothe and quiet an infant, communicating physically instead of vocally.

Whereas the American mother

seems to stimulate the baby to explore the environment and to respond
vocally (Caudill and Weinstein, 1969).

Each of the proper ways of

behaving have as reference the intention the society has for the child
(Shotter, 1974).

My belief is that all cultural rules imply intent.

The primary purpose of intent is to allow a person to be able to predict what will happen as well as to allow a society to be able to predict its individual member's behavior within some limits.

Perhaps this

is the sort of thing Rokeach (1973) had in mind when he observed that
"oughtness" seems to originate with society.
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The function of enculturation, then, is to influence behavior in
regular ways.

This is possible because people who live in the same

society share, either consciously or unconsciously, rules for behaving.

They are able to predict each other's behavior to the extent they live
up to one's expectations (Bock, 1974).
Social Control and Tradition.

A society has various methods by

which it can influence conformity to its culture.
is through the use of public opinion.

One of these methods

Often the threat of gossip or

the withholding of approval or withdrawal of cooperation will be sufficient to ensure that behavior will be in line with the society's preferred ways of behaving.
If social disapproval is not adequate, other methods of controlling
behavior can be used.

One method is to threaten with supernatural pun-

ishment both in this life and any after-life or later life.

In some

societies one of the stronger sources of social control is the peer
group.

Peer group influence is by no means limited to American society.

But if all of the above methods are unsuccessful at bringing an individual's behavior to an adequate level of predictability, physical force
or coersion may be a last resort.

The traditions, the expectations, and the intentions of a society
are extremely useful to the individual.

They provide a person with

some plans for action in response to both scheduled and unscheduled
event.

By scheduled events I mean the sort of occurrences that are

known ahead of time such as holidays, mealtimes, or activities concerning one's work.

Unscheduled events are those not readily predicted

such as sudden death, earthquake, the surprise visit from the boss.
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Therefore, the traditions of a society provide a person with something
to do in ordinary times or times of crisis that will meet with the
approval of other people because it will fulfill their expectations.
Education.

The process of enculturation may take the form of

formal and informal education.

Societies differ on the amount of empha-

sis they put on each form of education.
through watching and imitating others,
and songs, and observation of art forms.

Informal education is gained
listening to the myths, legends,
Formal education such as we

know in our schools is always augmented by informal education within
the peer group and family group (Bock, 1974).
Within the formal education the teacher lends sanctity to culturally
approved ways of behaving.

This is accomplished in a limited sense

in activities such as "show and tell" where values such as cooperating,
sharing, and prizing of material objects can be approved (Brodbelt,
1971).

Formal education in some societies may concern elaborate in-

struction in a personal relationship as might be found between master
craftsman and apprentice or between tutor and student.

A great deal

of formal education has to do with esoteric concerns such as curing,
rituals, mythologies, and so on.

Often these matters are communicated

orally and stored in memory.

Shultz (1976) describes a microethnographic analysis of a game
playing situation in a kindergarten-first grade classroom.

He shows

that not only was the kindergarten girl learning to play a game of
tic-tac-toe, but that she was learning a good deal about the implicit
rules of appropriate classroom interaction, such as when to speak,

what constitutes appropriate subjects at various times, how to appear
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socially competent, and when to change the topic.

Undoubtedly there

were many other things being learned such as correct body orientation,
interpersonal distance, as well as her own feelings in being involved
in the situation.

Consequently, values, or guides to appropriate behavior, are
being "taught" all the time whether one likes it or not, whether one

knows or not (Brodbelt, 1971).

Dickens (1974) makes an important point

at this time concerning the learning process.

She suggests that

schools imply that unless students conform to the values of the institution, success will be out of reach.

What she seems to be saying is

that the schools have unnecessarily limited the children's alternatives
to solving human problems.

The values of the institutions of formal

education may be excessively restrictive in their approval of ways to
learn to the detriment of many children.

In their study of mother-child interaction, Baldwin and Baldwin
(1973) found that most mothers seized some opportunity to teach their
child something.

They saw the mothers in generally permissive roles

in the free play situation.

However, the mothers would sporadically

shift to acting as disciplinarian, teacher, or as a source of encouragement, reward, or help.

During a four-year study in Birmingham, England, Brannigan and

Humphries (1972) found that three- and four-year olds used speech
fairly freely in order to communicate with adults but infrequently
with each other.

Instead, in their interactions they relied on ges-

tures, facial expressions, and intentional movements.

Brannigan and

Humphries point out how little is known about how children learn
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appropriate ways to communicate nonverbally--or how they learn a particular society's nonverbal code.

It seems obvious that the

Conflict in the Enculturation Process.

possible sources of conflict in any process of enculturation are many.
There is no smooth road to adopting and incorporating the cultural
values with one's own way of seeing the world.

The sources of greatest

conflict center around the personal constructs and peer norms, racial
norms, age and sex expectations, and dominant-subculture expectation.
What one wants to do often conflicts with what is expected of one to do.
It is not infrequent that a person finds it difficult to resolve conflicts between a number of role expectations.

Bock (1974) views the

discrepancy between the personal views and the societal views as an
unavoidable part of the human condition.
Participation in a subculture is a strong source of conflict.

According to Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961) the rate and degree of
assimilation of any ethnic group to the dominant culture will depend
on how well the group's preferred ways of solving human problems coincides with the dominant culture.

Perhaps one of the greatest sources of conflict in the process of
enculturation concerns children in school.

Here the values of the

individual teachers may not clearly represent the values of the insti-

tution, or the personal values of the teacher may be in conflict with

the values of the institution, or the values ofthe institution may be
in conflict with the values at home (Cazden, John, and Hymes, 1972).
In any event the children are caught in the middle.

Even the language,

the most precise and explicit way of communicating, may be very different
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and thereby a source of conflict between the adult teachers and the
child and the peer group.

Role of Language in Enculturation.

The enculturation conflict

over language brings us to a point of discussion about just what role
language does play in the acquisition of a culture, specifically the
acquisition of a set of rules known as values.

According to Bock (1974)

when a child learns to speak, not only is the meaning learned but also
the traditional way of perceiving and dealing with the world.

Through

They learn what

language children learn the traditions of the society.
is expected in circumstances that they have not yet met.

One example of learning the traditional ways of perceiving and
behaving in the world has to do with color.

Every known language pro-

vides for a group of words dealing with divisions of the continuous
color spectrum.

Members of a society when presented with a large num-

ber of standard "color chips" can sort them into piles of the same
color.

One color chip can then be selected which most clearly repre-

sents that color.

Berlin and Kay (1969) found that the number of basic

color terms ranged from two (light and dark) to eleven.

They found

that as the divisions of the spectrum became more complex, the additional categories appear in a regular order.

color terms, they add red to light and dark.

If a society uses three
Four-term societies

add yellow or green and five-term societies use all of these.
blue is added and then some variety of brown.

Next

Finally the terms for

gray, pink, orange, or purple are added irregularly.

Categories of

colors are often tied to other important concerns of the society such
as food, or ideas of relative desirability (Conklin, 1955).
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One of the most important benefits we obtain from using a language
is the capacity to share in the experiences of others, both living and
dead (Miller et al., 1960).

This capacity enables us to enlarge our
By

Images and Plans far beyond the extent of personal experience.

having access to the experience of others and gaining knowledge of how
as well as what, a person will have more alternatives, more skills,
with which to solve human problems.

Implied in sharing of Plans, of

course, is the opportunity to learn of the values of others.

According to Birdwhistell (1970) we know very little about the way
in which children accomplish the task of incorporating the society's
communication system.

Yet in every society in the world children do

internalize that society's communication system in about the same time.

By the age of six the "normal" child is able to function smoothly
within the communication system (Birdwhistell, 1970).
Summary.

In summary, a culture is a society's set of categories

and plans which serve to help the members of the society structure the
Images of the world and how to behave in it.

I have proposed the existence of a universal capacity in the form
of two-directional transformational rules which allow people to go from
events and the rules of the society to their own Personal Construction
System and back to behaving in the society.
Finally, the discussion of the process of enculturation has con-

cerned the need on the part of a society to be able to predict the
behavior of its members.

This collective need to predict serves much

the same function for a society as Kelly's theory of the individual's
capacity to predict serves the individual.

When the societal or
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personal ability to predict breaks down, order is lost and interaction
is difficult and undoubtedly threatening.

Enculturation is carried on

through formal and informal education, and the use of tradition and
social control.

Language is extremely important to this process be-

cause it permits the systematic coding of the meaning of events and
thus it allows us to learn from the experience of others.
Enculturation is the source of much conflict.

This conflict may

occur on several levels, such as between the dominant culture and a

sub-culture, across generations, between sexes, or within a single
individual.

This conflict within a person brings us to the second

section of this chapter which will address the interaction between the
Personal Construction System and the societal value system.

Interaction between the Personal Construction System
and the Societal Value System

Introduction

This section will be devoted to the exploration of what happens
when an emerging Personal Construction System interacts with the culture

of a society, particularly the part of the culture which deals with the
plans for behaving.

We know this interaction begins at birth and con-

tinues throughout life, but whether the formation of the underlying
structure of a personal value system proceeds after puberty is still
speculative (see Chapter IV).

In this section I will take a look at the processes involved in
validation of a personal value system; how values are used in evaluating and decision-making, and how this results in internal conflict and
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negotiation; the expectations in social roles and personal roles; and
finally, the idea of morality.

Validation

Introduction.

In the introduction to this chapter I cited Kroeber

and Kluckhohn's (1972) claim that values always originate with the
psychological processes of the individual.
paper.

This idea is basic to this

It is only because of human interaction, or collective partici-

pation, that a society is formed.

Only then can agreements, implicit

or explicit, be entered into and a culture emerge.
For Kelly (1955) validation occurs when a person perceives compatibility between the predictions made and the outcomes observed.

Bock

(1974) believes a sensing of appropriateness is involved, while Rokeach
(1960) suggests that people search for validation by seeking construction systems in congruence with theirs.

I believe all three of these

ways of viewing validation are similar and can be fit together.

By

seeking out similar construction systems people enlarge their predic-

tive ability and thereby increase compatibility and the likelihood of
feedback that will say their behavior is appropriate.
Validation through Participation.

The preferred solutions to human

problems--the cultural patterns--provide the individual with an extrinsic source of information.

Geertz (1972) talks about society providing

"templates" or programs for the processes, both social and psychological,

which shape public behavior.

This view is compatible with Kelly's idea

that the individual's personal constructs function as templates superimposed on the events which occur.

In both cases the templates act to
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organize and shape future experiences.

Geertz (1972) goes on to assert

that the intrinsic or innate sources of information in humans is so
general and loosely determined that the extrinsic sources such as a
culture become extremely vital.

A fundamental distinction is made by Geertz as to the function of
the cultural patterns or models.

He believes that cultural patterns

provide models "of" reality and models "for" reality.

One might think

of models "of" reality as congruent with the Images or the "what" of
the world, since they both provide models of physical relationships.

The models "for" reality may be though of as the Plans or the "how-to"
in the world, or the models which guide the organization of physical
relationships and behavior.

Innate sources, or genes, on the other

hand, can provide only models "for."

The symbols used by a society in its cultural patterns not only
express a view of the world but also act to shape it (Geertz, 1972).

A ritual event not only gives meaning and acts to induce dispositions
in the people participating, it also affirms the correctness and congruence of the event.

Therefore, as a person participates in social

patterns, these patterns assist in the deriving of meaning from the
events of the world, and also act to determine what that meaning will
be.

Consequently, as a person takes part in the activities of the

society, forming, testing, and modifying the personally constructed
hypotheses, the Personal Construction System is validated.

In other

words, the longer one participates in a society, the more "real" it
seems.

Participation in the cultural patterns precipitates dispositions
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that go beyond the activity itself and reflect back to influence the
individual's perception of physical reality (Geertz, 1972).

Take for

example a ritual experienced by most public school children--the
opening exercises.

This ritual usually involves the recitation of the

Pledge of Allegiance and perhaps a song.

The opening exercises may

have begun as a model "for," being a Plan for separating socializing
from the "business" of learning, or a Plan for demonstrating one's
patriotism.

Yet by innumerable repetitions of the ritual, the opening

exercises become part of the reality of what school is.

The moods

created by the ritual set the tone for the beginning of the school day
and also influence the content of 'self' constructs. Thus human notions

of the "really real" and the dispositions and feelings induced in them
affect the person's sense of what is reasonable, practical, and humane.

As Rychlak (1973) says, people can recall their past predictions in

a

way that suits their present desires, intentions, hopes, and purposes.
Validation through Needs and Wants.

Many psychological theories

are founded on the premise that action occurs in answer to needs or to
the lack of something.
times is Abraham Maslow.

One of the foremost of such theorists in recent
Maslow (1968) arranged what he viewed as

human needs in a hierarchy which included biological and cultural needs.

He considered self-actualization the single ultimate need for all human
beings.
needs.

Anthropologist Dorothy Lee (1959a) takes exception to lists of
She maintains that needs are derivative and not basic; that it

is the value system that is the basis of human behavior.

For her the

difference lies in the underlying conception of what is good.

When

people act to satisfy a need, there is a negative idea of what is "good."
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"Good" becomes, then merely the correction of an undesirable state.

Therefore, people should behave in such a way as to remove evil, and
adopt techniques of adaptation and adjustment.

Lee prefers to see

needs, as the term is commonly used, as arising out of the cultural
patterns--or the Images and Plans.

In other words, the society's

preferred solutions to human problems create what are commonly called
needs.

I suggest that we use the term wants rather than needs to

signify that which arises from the cultural interaction.

For example,

the society whose preference for a modality of interpersonal relationships is one of individualism, will insist on Plans which create wants
on the part of the child for such things as privacy--the private room,
the private car, the freedom of choice, a time to be alone, and so on.

A child does begin life with biological needs which must be fulfilled in order to sustain bodily functioning.

However, the needs are

met (or ignored) from the beginning according to cultural guides for
parental behaving.

Gardner Murphy (1947) suggests that these needs

tend to become more specific when they are consistently satisfied in
particular ways--or, the infant who needed liquid becomes the teenager
who wants a Coke.

It would appear, then, that the satisfaction of an individual's

wants is a more relevant way of approaching validation of a person's
system of constructs than is the satisfaction of needs because the idea
of wants takes societal interaction into account.
Validation through Maintenance of the 'Self'.

Another way for a

person to confirm any part of the Personal Construction System is to
make sure the Images or Plans are congruent with the central constructs
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of the 'self.'

The unity and sovereignty of the whole system may re-

volve around the preservation of the 'self' constructs.

Rokeach (1968)

says the function all values seem to serve is the enhancement of selfregard.

Hultman (1976) suggests that people often use values to aid

them in choosing behaviors which will defend their beliefs, especially
beliefs about their 'selfs.'

In other words, as Rokeach (1968) says,

any belief, regardless of how impersonal, if challenged, can generate
defensive reactions.

It seems that any challenge to the validity of

a belief questions a person's reality-appraising ability.

It would

appear that people really care about the correctness of their Images
and Plans.

Therefore, a system of personal constructs can be thought of as
based on truth when the person who built them finds that the various
constructs are in congruence with the 'self' constructs.

This leads

me to believe that the ego-centrism of which Piaget (1955) talks does
not lessen with age as he proposes.

The ego, or the 'self' constructs,

remains at the core of each person's concerns and is merely overlaid
by behaviors dictated by each society's culture in order to ensure
continued human interaction.

Those people who are unable or unwilling

to take on the societal overlay are the ones that are outcast, considered criminal, or otherwise socially deviant.
Feedback in the Validation Process.

As children go about in the

world seeking verification of the ways they have construed the world
and how to behave in it, they face many problems in acquiring the
information sought.

For example, when young children talk to each

other, they rarely use what adults recognize as standard listening cues
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and do not respond when such cues are used (Bates, 1975).

Consequently,

children not only misunderstand one another, they don't yet have the
skills to clear up misfired messages.

This leads me to observe that

until the skill of checking out verbal and nonverbal messages is acquired, validation is carried out unilaterally.

The child must rely

on powers of observation and construing in order to validate that which
is a unique personal construction in the first place.

For example, no

one consciously "teaches" children that an eyebrow flash (a quick raising and lowering of the eyebrows) is a necessary part of the recognition

act in our culture, yet they learn to employ it.

The unilateral aspect of validation during childhood finds us as
adults with a large part of our Images and Plans founded in preverbal
or nonverbal constructs.

This could explain the affective response to

any challenge, especially when the challenge to a basic belief or value
is supported by consensus.

Such a challenge may eventually bring to

light or create inconsistencies in the system to such an extent that
much reorganization is necessary.

Yet I wonder how often this must

happen to children in school and hardly anyone considers it traumatic- it's merely learning.

Perhaps before brain lateralization takes place,

children are better able to tolerate this kind of reorganization.
It seems that people have a low level of tolerance for challenge
to their construction systems.

Rokeach (1968) found that the primary

thing which drew people to care about another person was a perceived
congruence of similarity or importance in their belief systems.

This

congruence was more important than race, national origin, or any other
sociological factor.
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Summary.

I have suggested three ways people might go about test-

ing the "truth" of their Personal Construction Systems.

These are by

participation in a society, by the relative satisfaction of a person's
wants, and whether or not the system maintained the 'self' constructs.
In the case of testing any hypotheses, evaluation of the results determine whether the hypothesis is kept, modified, or rejected.

The diffi-

culty in testing hypotheses about proper ways of behaving is that much
of the feedback is preverbal or nonverbal in form.

Children, at least,

do not have the skills to check out the accuracy of their perceptions
of other people's behavior through the use of language.

Consequently,

structures are formed, data from experiences organized, and hypotheses

made, tested, and evaluated primarily within the individual's cognitive
processes.

Thus, not only do we create the order and meaning of the

world and the ways to behave in it, we judge the creations, too.
In the next section I will discuss the processes of evaluating
and decision-making.

Evaluating and Decision-Making

Introduction.

The processes of evaluating and decision-making and

their relationship to the acquisition of a value system is addressed in
this section.

Areas to be discussed include the universality of eval-

uation, Plans for decision-making, and conflict within a person's
emerging value system.
Evaluation as a Universal Process.

In the preceding section I

have implied that evaluating is a basic aspect of human functioning.

The entire theory of human behavior as proposed here rests on the
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belief that evaluation is a constant and inevitable process.

Thus, the

actual process of evaluation is universal, but the standards by which
events, objects, and people are judged differ from group to group and
culture to culture (Bock, 1974).

It is my belief that the standards

also vary from individual to individual, and that they are the unique
creations of each person out of the experience in a culture.
The influence of a culture is very great.
the infant who needs nourishment.

Consider, for example,

Out of all the possible edible

things available, the infant's society has categorized those items to
be considered food or those that are not food.

In some societies the

presence of a particular staple food is required in order for a meal
to be judged satisfying (Bock, 1974).

In this way the growing child's

participation in social patterns concerning food consumption leads the
child to form structures that will serve to guide future behaviors.
These behaviors in turn will likely be validated by the society.

Thus,

virtually all of a person's categories are in some measure influenced
by the culture.

Plans for Making Decisions.

Among the structures formed by the

child will be those specifically relating to making decisions.

These

structures, or Plans for decision-making, are also greatly influenced
by the society's culture.

By tacit agreement a society determines the

proper criteria for judging the kind and quantity of evidence necessary
to arrive at a decision (Bock, 1974).

It seems that various societies

demonstrate preferences concerning the origin of data or the procedure
for gathering evidence.

For example, some groups may emphasize the im-

portance of "revelation," or intuition or logical analysis, or "science."
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The very fact that a judging of evidence is required implies that
The number and

there are alternatives open to the decision-maker.

variety of alternatives and their probable consequences as preceived
by the individual are in large measure determined by the limitations
society places on all the possible alternatives.

The individual's task
It is my thesis

is to evaluate among these remaining alternatives.

that an individual employs a personally constructed guidance system in
making the decisions.

This guidance system is the result of the inter-

action between the Personal Construction System and the society's
culture.

Conflict in the Formation of a Value System.

The interaction is

fraught with conflict--conflicting values and expectations among groups

in the society, conflicting expectations between the individual and any
societal group, and conflicting values within the individual.
conflicts are unavoidable.

Consider the conflicts involved in satisfy-

ing a personal role as well as a number of social roles.
role is me--the individual.

Value

My personal

I am a social category of a single person

and I operate with a set of Plans, or ways of behaving, which reflect
what

I

expect of myself (see Miller et al., 1960).

However, at the

same time I function in a variety of social categories--wife, mother,
friend, student, counselor, landowner, citizen, and on and on.

Each

of these social categories also carries with it a set of Plans and
expectations.

Since value conflict is unavoidable, a universal capability for
the resolution of value conflicts seems implied.

Otherwise our organi-

zation, both individual and social, would come to a standstill.

I
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propose that this universal capability is for a kind of internal negotiation.

The negotiation centers around the Plans for one's 'self' and

the perceived Plans in one's social roles, and I believe the compromises

reached are a result of what one intends.

It is apparent that Plans

are not absolutes but are alternatives and our intentions determine to
a large extent which Plans will be utilized (see Shotter, 1974).

In-

tentions serve as the links between the Images and the Plans and between
the Plans and the Predicted Images.

Internal negotiation goes on constantly as a result of continuing
interaction with the physical and social world.

I feel sure that this

negotiation is monitored by the 'self' constructs as well as other
processes discussed under validation.

In turn the 'self' constructs,

among others, will be altered to some degree by the resulting compromises.

At any point in time the outcome of this interaction between the
Personal Construction System and the societal system is what I think
of as the Personal Value System.

Then, by definition, a value system

cannot exist in a human being outside some social group.

It is the

interaction with the external manifestations of a society's culture
and one's own constructs plus the resulting internal negotiation that
results in the Personal Value System which guides the person in behaving.

Morality.

Morality is commonly thought of in terms of a set of

standards by which people evaluate the interpersonal aspects of behavior (Rokeach, 1973).

This set of standards is often employed to

pressure individuals into conforming to a group's expectations for
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interpersonal behavior (Baier, 1968).

In the terms of this paper I see

morality as a subsystem within the Personal Value System.

Violations

of morals may lead to feelings of wrongdoing while violations of other
values are more likely to lead to feelings of personal inadequacy
(Rokeach, 1973).

Conflicts can easily arise between the subsystem of morals and
aspects of the total value system.

For example, when asked by another

person to comment on their performance or attire or something else
about their person, one can feel torn between acting politely and
offering intellectual criticism.
Summary.

While the process of evaluating may be universal, the

standards used in making judgments vary.

The society is instrumental

in determining many of these standards both for categories and for
actions.

decisions.

Important in the evaluating process are the Plans for making
These, too, are greatly influenced by the culture.

Conflict is unavoidable in the formation of a value system.

I

have suggested that resolution of the conflicts between various expectations is resolved through an internal negotiation.
results in what I call the Personal Value System.

This interaction

Morality, dealing

specifically with behaviors pertaining to interpersonal actions, makes
up a subsystem within the Personal Value System.

As indicated before, the Personal Value System is not absolute
and unchanging.

Because a person continues to meet new situations and

problems, and face new data, change will also be inevitable.
cess involved in this change is discussed in the next section.

The pro-
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Value Change

Introduction

The idea of change in value systems will be handled from three
perspectives.

First, change in values will be discussed in terms of

inter-generational change as an analog to language change.

Then a

discussion of the changes in a Personal Value System follows.

Finally,

a look at societal value changes will be presented.

Value Change as an Analog to Language Change

As you will recall, Chomsky's theory for how a first language is
learned concerned an innate mechanism which permits a child to look
outside the self and form hypotheses about the language that is heard.

Chomsky believes that language learning is pretty well completed by
the time the child is five years old.

From then on refinements are

made.

From the model of language acquisition it is important to recall
the distinction between competence and performance.

The underlying

competence or set of rules can never be directly known--only inferred
from the performance.

Thus, the young child learning a language never

has access to the rules of the parents or anyone else, and must organize and hypothesize on the basis of their speech.

Suppose generation one (G-1) has an underlying grammar which has
an output in the form of speech behavior which is heard by generation
two (G-2).

At this point, say, a particular speech community of G-1

pronounces words beginning with /hw/ (what, where, when, etc.)
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In other words, some-

sometimes as /hw/ and sometimes as plain /w/.
times "which" and "witch" sound exactly alike.

But this makes no

difference since the meaning is easily known from the context in which
the word occurs.

By processing the speech behavior through the Language Acquisition
Device (LAD),G-2 builds a grammar.

In order to not have to deal with

any confusion about whether to say /hw/ or /w/,G-2 makes a new rule
which says h
it out.

0 /

w;

or, when an /h/ appears before a /w/, leave

This new rule is reflected in the speech behavior of G-2.

Now along comes generation three (G-3) who hears only the /w/,
and since /hw/ is not needed to maintain any distinction, it will not
be part of the grammar of G-3.

G-1

grammar

G-2

LAD

This process is shown in Figure 9.

speech
behavior

/hw/ or /w/ in
free variation

grammar 1
E-

grammar 2

added rule: h.÷0 /
speech

behavior)

1!
G-3

LAD

grammar

Figure 9.

speech :)
behavior

/w/

Language change over generations.

w
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It is generally accepted that changes such as described here
always tend to simplify the language.

Simplification should help

reduce misunderstandings and increase the precision of expression.

It is my theory that value systems are acquired and undergo
changes across generations much as language does.

This process is

shown in Figure 10.

G-1

G- 2

Personal Value
System

behavior
\,

action 1 or action 2
in free variation

construction
mechanism

Personal Value
System - 1

-change Plan here: leave out action 2
Personal Value
System
2

behavior)
7/

G- 3

construction
mechanism

Personal Value
System

Figure 10.

behavior)

action 1

Value change over generations.

These changes also result in simplification of the structure
underlying the Personal Value System and thereby reduce conflict and
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contradiction.

Changes in value systems that tend toward simplicity

have also been noted by Rokeach (1973).

Structural simplicity does not

imply that the contents of the structure are less complex or degenerative, only that they are more efficiently organized.

This description of value change proposes an inter-generational
type of change.

The next perspective will consider intra-individual

value change.

Value Change within the Individual

As Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1961) have pointed out, the various
parts of a value system do not change at the same rate.

Nor does any

situation ever bring a person's entire value system into play at any
one time.

But small, subtle changes are going on all the time.

With

each event new hypotheses are formed or older ones revised or recombined or, in some cases, rejected.
drastic changes take place.

Upon occasion, however, more

Often major changes will cause a reorder-

ing in the priorities of Plans (Rokeach, 1973).

I suggest these

changes may be brought about through loss of validation, situations
which find one Planless, the realization that wants are not being
met, or contradictions and inconsistencies within the system.

Further,

I believe that these kinds of changes, too, result in a simpler structural system.

An example of linguistic change brought on through social interaction that may be helpful here is Labov's (1972) discussion of the
idea of hypercorrection.

One kind of hypercorrection occurs when a

sound change serves to identify a subgroup is a speech community.
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A child, responding to the kind of social pressure that is caused by
internal or external weakening of the separate group identity may
carry the change beyond the parent's model.

Another form of hyper-

correction occurs when the speech of a higher status group serves as
a prestige model and the form used by other groups is different.

The

other groups may over use the prestige model in their careful or formal
speech.

For example, consider the use of the form "whom" by higher

status groups.

"Whom" may be used by people of other status groups in

cases where both "who" and "whom" would be appropriate in the prestige
model.

This would be likely to occur in situations such as job inter-

views.

The latter type of hypercorrection may indicate value change on
the part of the speaker and may be followed by the adoption of other
behaviors found in the higher status group.

Value Change in a Society

Since all values originate and reside in individuals (Kluckhohn
and Strodtbeck, 1961), changes in the society's values must begin there
also.

A changing pattern of choices made by individuals in a group

will eventually produce cultural change (Bock, 1974).

A rule that is

constantly broken will ultimately disappear, and a pattern that is
repeated often becomes a rule.

A culture, while providing for continuity of a society, does allow
for alternative Plans.

For example, having decided to meet the expec-

tation to write this paper, I have some freedom as to the manner in
which I conform.

I have some amount of control over timing of the
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project (how hard I want to work, when to complete) and the intensity
of the performance (40 pages, 300 pages), and some latitude as to the
content and format.

In the language analog model of values change it is shown how

behavior of one person is used to help in the formation of the value
system of another.

However, when faced with an expectation to perform

in a certain way, a person may choose among several alternatives to
conformity.

For example, there is the opportunity to deceive or to

pretend to comply.

Another alternative is refusing to comply--ranging

from outright refusal to elaborate denial of the expectation to act in
a particular way.

Finally, Bock (1974) suggests a third form of alternative to conformity which he calls innovation.

Innovation may consist of different

Plans applied to traditional Images, rearrangements and substitutions
of Plans, discovery of something for which the culture has no Plans,

or

borrowing Plans or Images from another culture.

Any of these alternatives--deception, refusal, or innovation--can,
if chosen repeatedly, cause a change in the cultural values.

The

direction and nature of change is determined by the behavior of people
which in turn is perceived by other people and used in the formulation
of their Personal Value System.

It is important to keep in mind that the actual structure--the

Personal Value System--cannot be known by another person, but only inferred from their verbal and nonverbal behavior.

It is not surprising,

then, that we sometimes experience contradiction between what people
say about their values and what they actually do.
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True creativity and spontaneity can happen only when people are
able to break through the conventions of their society.

Yet merely

breaking through the established societal Plans will not necessarily
bring creativity--or truth or happiness.

The people who succeed by

going beyond the conventions do so by contrasting and integrating
their ideas with those of their predecessors (Bock, 1974).

And these

insights must be transmitted to others or the inventions die with their
inventors.

Which brings us to one of the most troublesome aspects of

value change:

communication depends on shared expectations and under-

standings and truly new insights and inventions will not have either.
Consequently, the inventor may feel inarticulate and misunderstood.

This leads us back to the premise that some degree of common experience
is necessary for any level of understanding between human beings.

Summary

Value change over generations occurs because the underlying competence of each generation is built by observing and hypothesizing
about the behavior of those around them.

Competence in valuing, or

the underlying structure of the Personal Value System cannot be passed
on, but must be created by each individual.

As a result of living, changes in the Personal Value System are
happening all the time.

Some changes result when contradictions or

inconsistancies are found within the system, or when validation is no
longer forthcoming.

In any event I believe change is always toward

simplifying the underlying structure of the Personal Value System.

All values begin in individuals and when individuals change
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patterns of choice eventually the culture will change.

A person may

choose to pretend to comply with a convention, refuse to comply, or
innovate.

In case of genuine creativity, the inventor may find it

difficult to communicate the breakthrough because the very language to
be used depends on shared expectations and understandings.

The Interaction Component of the Values Acquisition Model

In continuing the development of the Values Acquisition Model, I

will attempt to show the interaction of the personally constructed system, psychologically equivalent to a set of rules, and the societal set
of rules--the culture.

I propose that there exists in every person a

capacity to transform the activities of other humans into terms of
set of rules or a culture.

a

In the Interaction Component, through a

process of internal negotiation, a person integrates the culture with
the Personal Construct System (see Figure 11).

The result is the

Personal Value System, and this system guides a person's behavior in
any and all situations.
1

1

1

Personal Construction
System
ii

Interaction Component
perceptions of
the culture

Transformation Rules
Negotiation Rules

/ Personal
Figure 11.

Value System/

Interaction component.

behavior)
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Summary

Three major areas are covered in this chapter.

They concern the

role of society and culture in the acquisition of a value system, the
interaction between the Personal Construction System and the society's
culture, and value change.

The culture of a society is made up of tacitly agreed upon rules
for forming Images of the world and Plans for operating in it.

I pro-

pose a universal capability which allows for the transformation of
varying human activity to an individual's more stable base structures
and integration into the Personal Value System.

The transformations

are used in the other direction when the person participates in the
society.

In order to sustain itself, a society must have ways to make sure
that the members' behaviors are sufficiently predictable.
tion is the process by which the rules are passed on.

Encultura-

Methods used in

enculturation are social control and tradition, and formal and informal
education.

Conflict is an inevitable part of the enculturation process

involving the personal and social expectations of various groups within
the society.

This is especially notable in complex societies like ours.

Language plays an important role in enculturation.

When children learn

to speak, they not only learn the meanings of words but also the traditional ways of seeing the world and ways of behaving in it.

Society plays a large part in the validation of a person's
hypotheses--the Images and Plans.

By continued participation in cul-

tural patterns the more "real" those patterns seem to become.

Valida-

tion also occurs by maintaining congruence of the rest of the system
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with the constructs of the 'self.'

Evaluation is a universal process and every society has Plans for
evaluating and making decisions.

The individual's choices of Plans are
This structure is the result

guided by a personally created structure.

of the processes which take place in the Interaction Component between
the Personal Construct System and the society's culture.

I call this

guidance system the Personal Value System.
The interaction involves conflict.

I propose another universal

capacity which permits resolution of these conflicts.

The capacity is

for internal negotiation.

Finally, value change occurs because each individual must create
an underlying structure or value system.

This system is built from

perceptions of the behaviors of other humans and the personally created
system of constructs.

Change in the system itself is continuous be-

cause a person continues to have new experiences.

Changes in the

societal system are a result of changing choice patterns of its individual members.

It is interesting to contemplate the possibility of more flexible
and creative solutions to common human problems to be found through
the study of other cultures.

As Dorothy Lee (1959a) says, "When I

study other cultures...I am enabled to see my culture as one of many
possible systems of relating the self to the universe, and to question
tenets and axioms of which I had never been aware" (p. 2).
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VI.

IMPLICATIONS

Introduction

In the preceding chapters I have developed a theory concerning the
acquisition of values which is an analog, at least in part, to current
theories of language acquisition.

create a structure

My theory has every human child

known as a Personal Value System which functions as

a guide for choosing among ways of behaving in the world.

My theory

also holds that all behavior is in this way rule-governed; no behavior
is random.

The created rules, or values, not only serve to organize

the functions and relations of the physical world but also provide
means of attaining one's Predicted Images.

In this chapter I will dis-

cuss some of the studies suggested by this theory and the kinds of
questions I expect these studies to answer.

Suggested Studies

Among the possible avenues of study suggested by this thesis, one
area stands out as being particularly pertinent.

Since this theory

defines a Personal Value System in terms of an individual's interaction
with culture, the study of the cultures of communities and of classrooms will offer much insight into the formation and utilization of
children's value systems.

A culture, or psychological equivalent of a

set of rules, operates in all segments of a society.

While many of

the rules are never verbalized, the children must know what they are
in order to function in a community or a classroom.
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Studies of Community Culture

Studies can now be made which describe the culture in a community
from a values point of view.

Grammars of the values held by segments

within a community and between communities can be compared and contrasted.

Questions such as the following can be answered:

1.

What general statements can be made about community grammars
of values?

2.

How do grammars of values aid people in organizing socially?

3.

How do community grammars of values vary geographically?
ethnically? economically?

4.

What differences are there between grammars of values in
communities which greatly restrict alternative ways to act
and those communities which are less restrictive?

5.

What is involved in the process of change from the changes
in individual choices to changes in a community's grammar
of values?

6.

How do community decisions reflect various Personal Value
Systems?

7.

What are community rules concerning innovators?

8.

How are role expectations made known?

9.

What is the role of the community grammar of values in
dividing the tasks of formal and informal education?

10.

How are Personal Value Systems reflected in voting patterns?

11.

What are the rules for dealing with elected officials?
appointed officials?

Studies in Education

A particularly fruitful method of studying classroom cultures is
an ethnographic type of study in which a description of classroom
activities is recorded and then examined from a variety of viewpoints.
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These studies are carried out through the extensive use of video-tape.
Video-tape offers advantages such as:

a somewhat permanent record

which can be viewed many times by many people, including those who are
the subjects of the tape; all observers share the same visual perspective; behaviors can be analyzed by a group of observers whose physical
presence could greatly alter the very situation they wish to observe;

timing of the analysis can be determined by the observers rather than
the situation.

Two or more video-tapes should be made concurrently.

At least one camera with a wide-angle lens should be used to capture
as much of the context of the situation as possible and another camera
operated by a person should follow selected children or groups of children to obtain close-ups and records of individual acts and responses.
Studies within a Classroom.

From the viewpoint of discerning the

underlying structure of rules I would expect such studies within a
classroom to provide answers to questions such as:
1.

What are the rules concerning areas deemed appropriate for
formal education?

2.

To what extent is there an overlap between peer group rules
and teacher rules? How is this overlap made known?

3.

What are the rules concerning resolving differences, including dominant culture-subculture differences? for negotiating?
for compromise?

4.

How is the conflict between the stated rules and the actual
practice resolved?

5.

Is the idea of classroom rules dealt with openly?
there many surprises for the students?

6.

What are the rules concerning creativity or innovation,
including the creation of new rules?

7.

What are the rules that have to do with violations of rules?
What are the rules concerning cheating?

or are
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8.

What are the rules for participating?

9.

Do the rules vary according to the teacher's emotional state?

10.

How are "home room" rules different from rules for attending
assemblies?

11.

Do the
How are the rules different when there is a visitor?
the
a
parent?
rules vary if the visitor is another child?
school superintendent?

12.

How does the new student learn the rules? How does the
substitute teacher deal with the classroom culture?

13.

What overt ties are made to values?

Studies within a School.

Ethnographic studies of total school

cultures that look at the aggregate value systems will be expected to
provide answers to such questions as:
1.

How do the Personal Value Systems of the adults on a school
staff overlap? How is this overlap established and made
known?

2.

How do the Personal Value Systems of the adult staff overlap
the Personal Value Systems of the children? of the rest of
the community?

3.

What are the school rules, both implicit and explicit?
are violations made known and dealt with?

4.

What are the role expectations?

How

How are they made known?

Studies Comparing Classroom Cultures.

A collection of such ethno-

graphic studies done across a range of classroom cultures and subcultures would be expected to furnish answers to questions such as:
1.

What general statements can be made about classroom cultures?

2.

How do children organize socially?

3.

What is the nature of children's hypotheses about their
society's rules?

4.

How do classroom cultures compare with various community
cultures?
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ethnically?

5.

How do classroom cultures vary geographically?
economically?

6.

Is there a difference between classroom cultures in those
classrooms that study other cultures and those that concentrate on ethnocentric types of subject matter?

7.

What kinds of things happen when children and teachers study
other cultures?

8.

What do children learn when their utterances are not understood?

Studies of Children's Grammars of Values.

I wouTd expect investi-

gators to be able to write "grammars" of children's developing value
systems.

Contrasting and comparing these grammars over time will pro-

vide us with insight into questions such as:
1.

Are there developmental stages in the acquisition of values?
If so, what are they? How do these stages compare with stages
of general cognitive development? What prompts movement from
one stage to the next? Are these stages universal or culturebound?

2.

Are there other universals in the acquisition of values? Is
there a universal "deep structure" that preordains the formation of a value system?

3.

What is the role played by validation? What is the relationship between validation and 'self' constructs? What feedback
procedures assist in the child's validation processes?

4.

How do children make sense of the classroom world?

5.

What do teachers infer from student behaviors?
do they use in evaluating student behavior?

6.

What changes or modifications are to be made in teacher
training programs?

7.

What makes a "good" teacher?

8.

Do "competency-based" instruction programs attempt to assess
competence? Or do they merely reflect the relative attainment
of a specified level of performance without regard for the
underlying structure? (See discussion of competence in Chapter IV).

What criteria
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9.

10.

How do children learn the rules for nonverbal communication?
How do children reject hypotheses? What do they use as
criteria? Do the criteria change with stages? Do children
"learn" from their errors rather than by being correct?

Studies Concerning Societal Predicted Images.

Another possible

study would be to discern the expected outcomes or the Predicted Images
that are held for children growing up in a society.

Then investiga-

tions can be made of the intentions involved in teacher behavior,

parent behavior, and other citizen behavior toward children, and the
values guiding their choices.

For example, what are the values and

intentions of the teacher who requires a child to have a "pass" to go
to the bathroom?

who requires the children to line up to go somewhere?

who requires weekly desk cleaning?

Studies in Counseling

There are implications in this theory for all counselors, not just
school counselors.

Since all counselors deal with values, their own as

well as their clients, it is to everyone's benefit that the counselor
has formed some notions of what values are and how they come to be.
Implied in this theory is that the values created in the counselor's

underlying structure will affect the perception of and the behavior in
the role of counselor, the expectations for client behavior, the nature
of the counseling process, the conception of goals to be attained, and
so on.

Studies based on this theory of values acquisition can be ex-

pected to provide answers to questions such as the following:
1.

What counselor techniques bring clients to express and understand their Personal Value Systems?
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2.

What are the rules for a counseling session? with an individual client? with several clients? a family? How are
they established? changed? What are the rules for "helping"?

3.

What topics or areas are forbidden?
questioning a client?

4.

Can a counselor help a client who has a vastly different
Personal Value System? Does counselor empathy depend on a
degree of similarity between counselor and client value
systems?

5.

What are the expectations for client change?

6.

How is the overlap of Personal Value Systems of various
family members made known? How are differences resolved?

7.

How are parental intentions realized?
concerning Plans for parenting?

8.

On what basis should a client choose a counselor?

9.

What are the rules for terminating a counselor-client relationship?

10.

What are the rules for

What are the rules

What changes or modifications are to be made in counselor
training programs?

Universals

Other specific areas discussed in this paper may provide focus for
further study.

One such focus concerns the broadening of the linguist's

search for universals.

This search would involve those things which

are found in all humans whether they rise from social situations or
from genetic sources.

Such a search would also help in our understand-

ing of the impact of various cultures on human development.

Questions

that a search for universals might answer are:
1.

Are there aspects common to all human beings in the formation
of organizing systems such as Personal Value Systems?

2.

In what ways are universals affected by various cultures?

3.

Can cultural learning over-ride universals?
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Formation of Underlying Structures

Another area of focus might be on the formation of underlying
structures.

Here perhaps investigators might undertake the writing of

a number of possible "grammars" such as for values, simple to complex
skills, or the acquisition of specific knowledge.

Questions to be

answered include:
1.

Are there different ways of forming underlying structures?
In other words, do people learn in different ways? What
is the role of synthesis? of analysis?

2.

Are there developmental stages in forming the underlying
structures?

3.

How are these structures changed?

4.

How do permeability of constructs and flexibility in the
organization affect the Personal Value System?

How are conflicts resolved?

Hypothesis Formation and Testing

A closely related focus of study could be on the hypothesis formation and testing idea.

Once children adopt a hypothesis we really don't

know how they go about determining if it is valid or not.
process of validation should be investigated.
1.

The whole

Questions might be:

What is involved in the process of validating one's hypotheses?

2.

Do validating criteria vary with respect to development?

3.

What is the relationship of the validation process and the
formation of 'self' constructs?

Function of the Brain

Further investigation may lead to intriguing work in neurophysiology--or to follow up on what Miller et al. (1960) refered to
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as the age-old belief that the brain has something to do with the mind.

While precious little is known about the process of brain lateralization and the subsequent hemispheric specilizations, even less is known
about the child's brain before this process is assumed to take place.
It has been suggested there are critical periods in human learning,

such as for language learning and perhaps cultural learning, or innate
Plans, or "wired-in" structures (Chomsky, 1957; Lenneberg, 1972; Miller
et al., 1960; Rest, 1974).

Much work is yet to be done to help dis-

cover whether we are born that way or brought up that way.

Questions

to be answered include:
1.

Is the critical period for acquiring all underlying systems
of organization determined by puberty?

2.

If so, what are the implications for formal education?

Summary

Among the studies suggested by this theory are those concerning
community cultures, and cultures found in classrooms and counseling
offices.

Other areas which invite study are the search for human

universals, the formation of underlying psychological structures, the
process of hypothesis formation and testing, the assessment of competence as opposed to performance, and the functioning of the brain.

Lists of possible questions which might be answered using the values
acquisition theory proposed here as a basis are included with each
suggested area of study.

Only when descriptive, observational studies such as these have
been done, and new hypotheses drawn from the data, can investigators
turn to the experimental type of study in order to validate, modify,
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or reject the theories.

Until such descriptive studies are done, the

experimental studies are premature--their findings are without foundation in actual observed behavior.
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VII.

SUMMARY

Introduction

In this final chapter I will briefly summarize the main points

made in this thesis by tracing the development of the values acquisition theory and the model derived from it.

The purposes of this thesis as outlined in the first chapter are
to develop a theory of values acquisition, and at the same time promote
a view of personality based on interaction and relations.

The basic

assumption made in my theory is that being alive, people are in motion.
This quality should be reflected in any general personality theory and
especially any theory about how people acquire the values which guide
their behavior.

Therefore, living is not a thing, but a series of

interactions.

Values, as defined in my theory, are a set of rules or hypotheses
created by each individual in interaction with the society's culture.
My Values Acquisition Model consists of four parts.

These are:

the

Personal Component and its resulting Personal Construction System; the
Interaction Component and its resulting Personal Value System.

History of Values in Psychology

Values and beliefs have rarely been the central focus for the
study of human behavior, yet many authors believe that values effect
every aspect of our lives.

In recent years the emphasis in psychology

has moved from Lockean models where experience is the sole cause of
behavior to more Kantian models where order and meaning are created by
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the individual.

A Personality Theory

A general theory of personality is expressed in the third chapter
which is drawn from the ideas of George Kelly and those of George
Miller, Eugene Galanter, and Karl Pribram.

This personality theory

is shown schematically in Figure 12.

Personality

Plans

Images

Past
Images

Predicted
Images

Figure 12.

Action
Units

Intentions

Values

Components and subcomponents of personality.

Kelly's notion of personally created constructs and Miller, Galanter,
and Pribram's idea of Images and Plans are combined to create a personality theory which allows for the creation within a person of meaning, understanding, and order in the world and for the conception of
ways of behaving in it.

As I see personality, it is made up of a person's views of the
world--the Images, and ways of behaving--the Plans.
patterns found in experience.

Images are the

They are our models of reality.

patterns also allow us to predict future events.

Thus we create

These
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Images of things as we experience them and Predicted Images of what we
believe will be.

Plans are hierarchically and sequentially ordered units of action.
Very simple action units are combined to create extremely complex Plans.
Plans are needed in order for us to realize our Predicted Images.

The

directional aspect of our Plans is determined by our Intentions, but
the choice of the specific Plans is guided by our Personal Value System.

A Values Acquisition Model

The creation of a Values Acquisition Model is approached from two
perspectives.

The first perspective is to consider what happens in

terms of an individual as values are acquired.

The second perspective

takes the indivudual's interaction with society into account.

In this

theory a Personal Value System cannot come into existence without both
aspects.

From this theory a model is derived which consists of two

major components and their resulting systems (Figure 13) reflecting
these two perspectives.
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Personal Component
Base
(provides for creation of:)
Images

Plans

"experienced
reality"
(perceptions,
sensations)

Personal Construction
System

Interaction Component
(perceptions
of culture

behavior)

Transformation Rules
Negotiation Rules

/
Figure 13.

Personal Value System

The Values Acquisition Model.

The Personal Component

The Personal Component of the Values Acquisition model is patterned

after Chomsky's theory of language acquisition.

Chomsky believes chil-

dren are able to look outside themselves, perceive patterns in the
sounds they hear spoken around them, and hypothesize rules to guide
them in speaking.

Chomsky also believes there are universal aspects

of all human languages.

These language universals need not be learned,

but rather are innately endowed.

My theory of values acquisition
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proposes there may be universals in the development of value systems,

and I hypothesize that these universals center around a human ability
to search for patterns and to organize input hierarchically and sequentially.

The rules people seem to hypothesize and use in their speaking can
be inferred and written down as a grammar.

I believe that people also

hypothesize and use rules in any form of behaving, and that these rules
constitute their values.

It would be possible, then, to infer a

"grammar" of values for people by observing their behavior.
The hypothesizing takes place in the Personal Component.

The in-

put to this component is the "experienced reality" or that portion of
the environment which is sensed or perceived.
input is organized into Images and Plans.
basic permissible Plans is built up.

Here in the Base, the

As a person grows, a set of

It may very well be that infants

actually begin life equipped with a small set of Plans, such as Plans
for sucking, swallowing, tracking with the eyes.

At any rate, as units

of action become habituated, I believe they are catalogued in some
fashion to be drawn upon and combined to form complex Plans.

The out-

put of this Personal Component is a Personal Construction System.

The Interaction Component

The Personal Construction System becomes a Personal Value System
only after processing in the Interaction Component.

These processes

have to do with the person's interaction with another set of rules--a
culture.

Here I suggest the existence of a kind of transformation rule

which allows people to view the behavior of others, discern the rules
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governing that behavior, and transform the information in such a way as
to integrate it with the more stable structures in the personally constructed Images and Plans.

The transformation rules work in both

directions and thereby allow people to operate with a set of rules and
transform them into behaviors.

Along with the transformation rules are

rules for negotiating conflicts which arise between the individual's
constructs and the cultural expectations, and the conflicts which arise
within the person's system.

The influence of the culture is very great mainly because of two
processes.

One of these arises from the individual's need to test the

hypotheses which have been created.

Through various means of validat-

ing the personal constructs, a person comes in contact with the society
and its preferred ways of behaving.
second process into play.

The society, then, brings the

This process is enculturation and it grows

out of a society's needs to be able to reasonably predict the behavior
of its members.

Finally, the idea of change in value systems is seen as inevitable.

Change occurs because another person's value system can only be inferred
from their behavior.

Thus, a child never knows the parent's underlying

system of rules but draws conclusions from the parent's behavior.

Changes in the culture are the result of an accumulation of changes
in choice-making by many individuals.

A number of studies are suggested by this Values Acquisition Model.
Many of these studies are ethnographic in nature and concern the description of behaviors as they infer underlying psychological structures.
Questions that can be used to direct future studies are included.
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Summary

In summary, I have suggested a theoretical view of human beings
which proposes that all behavior is rule-governed.

The very rules

which guide behavior are the personal creation of each individual
through participation in societies of other human beings.

Values,

then, grow out of our interaction in and relations with the rest of
the world.
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